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"Game of The Year" Will Draw Near
Capacity Crowd For The Jesuit Classic
Powerful Crusaders Have Eagles Hope To Conclude

Dangerous Passing Attack Great Season With Victory
Worcester Team
Rates High Among
National Elevens
In Recent Rating

Coach and Captain Plot Eagle's Flight

Maroon And Gold
To Enter Contest
With Entire Squad
In Top Condition

OSMANSKI STAR

SPIRIT AT PEAK

Mt. St. James Lads
Have Suffered
Single Loss

Sixteen Gridmen
End Careers

The Crusader of old rode forth
to battle bearing proudly aloft his
banner of chivalry and courage
in warfare. His modern counterpart at Holy Cross comes roaring
down from his stronghold perched
high on Mt. St. James holding on
high his Purple banner of victory,
intent on coming off triumphant
in this, the 37th annual game between the two traditional rivals
for Jesuit supremacy.
Before a capacity crowd of over
40,000 frenzied adherents of the
Maroon and Gold and royal Purple,
the mail-clad horsemen from the
valley of the Blackstone, unhorsed
but once in the gridiron wars of
the past season, confidently expects
to come off triumphant in this, the
gridiron finale in New England.
Stars Shine
Each year this battle between
Boston College and Holy Cross is
the occasion for brilliant individual performance and sustained, dynamic action. This year with the
host of stars on both squads giving

With all but the finishing touches
put on them as one of the best
teams to wear the Boston College
colors in recent years, Coach Gil
Dobie's Eagles are anxious to at-

(Continued

Saturday

tain the stamp of approval from
the Boston College rooters and with
this incentive to lead them on they
should prove more than formidable
opposition for the invading Holy
Cross Crusaders next Saturday
afternoon.
Never before in this traditional
Jesuit encounter have the rival
clubs entered the game on such
even terms or with such impressive
records behind them. Holy Cross
has tasted defeat only once this
season, and that was at the hands
of the mighty Plaid of Carnegie
Tech, conquerors of the Pitt Panther. Their victims on the other
hand have included Temple, Colgate, Georgia, Brown, Provience,
R. I. State, and Manhattan. In
amassing these victories the Cross
has rolled up 195 points and their
opponents have only scored 44.
This performance would lead many
(Continued on Page 12)

on Page 9)

Two Student Rallies
Add Pep To Cheering
One factor which will play
an important part in a B. C.
win Saturday afternoon is the
spirited cheering of the Eagle
rooters. In order to afford the
students an opportunity both of
rehearsing their yells and showing the team how solidly they
are behind it in its quest for
victory two pep rallies will be
conducted by the Student A. A.,
one this forenoon and the other
Friday night.

On their part all students
should make it a point to attend
both rallies and give the team
the spirit necessary for a great
victory by their loud cheering.
The team will do its part by
defeating the Crusaders Saturday.

As for the Student A. A. its
leaders can do a great service
in the interest of greater spirit
and more cheering by teaching
the students, through the cheerleaders at these rallies, many of
the college songs which have
been forgotten by the student
body because of misuse of many
of these excellent tunes. Elsewhere in this issue of the
HEIGHTS there are printed
many of these songs. Of this
number it is safe to say that
but few students know the
words to more than two. The
cheering body should be afforded an opportunity to learn ALL
the college songs.

"Glad Gil" Dobie and Captain Bill Flynn are shown plotting ways and means for an Eagle victory
over the Holy Cross Crusaders at Fenway Park Saturday. Flynn will start at left end.

Coach Anderson Won Gil Dobie Possesses
Fame At Notre Dame Finest Game Record
The mighty Crusaders from up Mt. St.
James way will ride proudly into Boston for
their encounter with the undefeated Boston
College eleven Saturday afternoon. Not only
will these purple cloaked horsemen boast
the marvelus record of but one 7-6 defeat
this year, but they will also sport one of the
greatest coaches in the East in the person
of Dr. Edward Anderson, former Notre
Dame star.
Dr. "Eddie", attending Notre Dame from
1917-1921, became an immediate success as
a coach in big-time football after his graduation from that institution in 1921.
Coach Anderson entered Notre Dame at
South Bend, Indiana, in 1917, where for four
years he starred in football and baseball.
In his last year at the South Bend school
he was selected as an Ail-American end. The
year that he gained that honor "Eddie" was
also captain of the "Irish".
Upon graduation in '21, he accepted a
position as line coach for his Alma Mater.
He didn't remain at this job for long, before
he was offered a better position at Depauw
(Continued

on Page 12)

Remarkable as it may seem, considering
the number of years he has been in the coaching game, Gilmore Dobie, the man who will
lead his unbeaten Boston College infantry
into battle with the mighty Crusaders of
Holy Cross at Fenway Park Saturday, has
compiled a record of gridiron victories unequaled by any other coach in the history of
football.
Everyone realizes facts do not lie, so the
argument of facts has been chosen to prove
to the sports world that "Gloomy Gil" Dobie
is not just another coach, as it lazily suspects, but is rather, one of the greatest phenomenons in the game today!
In his thirty-one years as head coach, Gil
Dobie has established an enviable reputation
as a character-builder among the thousands
of boys he has contacted. It has always a
general practice with "Gil" to mould five
playing teams from whatever material is
available. Of such a man as "Gil", we should
know a little something about where he came
from, what his likes and dislikes are, and
why he came to B. C.
Gilmore Dobie was born in 1880 at Hastings, Minnesota. At Hastings High he
(Continued

on Page 12)

Game May Determine
Eastern Bowl Choice
For the first time in several
years the Boston College-Holy
Cross game will probably directly affect the selection of an
eastern representative to participate in one of the many
post-season "Bowl" games on
or before New Year's Day. The
winner, and perhaps the loser
too, of this annual New England
classic seems certain to be
chosen on the basis of its record
to represent this section of the
nation in one of these championship games which have
cropped within the past few
years in every section of warm
climate.
Two years ago an undefeated
Crusader eleven was hailed as
the greatest team in the East
and possibly a Rose Bowl entrant. However that year an
underdog B. C. team defeated
the Worcester clan and smashed any "Bowl" hopes they may
have entertained.
This time the situation is
different. Both are considered
to be post-season possibilities
and the befter of the two to be
a certain "Bowl" selection. In
fact the records of both teams
are so good that many believe
that even a defeat in this game
will not eliminate the losing club
from championship consideration.
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Thanksgiving
In mist and burnished splendor, the
colors of autumn appeared crimson in elm
and maple, golden yellow in the birches,
dusky glowing, dying embers in the oaks
that bordered the clearing, the settler
brought in the harvest of the fruitful vine
and maturing shock while evening fell silently, quickly, like last leaves fluttering in
the fields. He experienced the feeling of relief that filled every heart in Massachusetts
Bay Colony those many years ago. Full were
the heavens and the earth of the glory of
the Infinite Goodness.
Just as on that November day long past,
we unite in rendering unto God our humble
and sincere thanks for His gentle protection
of this land and all its peoples, for the many
blessings bestowed upon us, for the peace
and tranquility we have enjoyed to a much
higher degree than many, for the security
and plenty we have accepted with too little
evaluation. One day set apart for the universal giving of thanks seems insufficient
and selfish, ill-observed and misunderstood.
To ponder but once especially of Him who
is with us every day of our lives should not
be deemed worthy of deserved satisfaction
for the precious gifts of a year's giving.
Let us recall those early days at our
Thanksgiving table and experience once
again the sincere spirit of gratitude that
gave birth to a day of feasting upon plentiful
goods from the Creator's hand. Remember
that God has given us far more than we need
for sustenance, more than is necessary for
human wants, and in most cases, more than
that with which any other country has been
blessed.

The Cross Game
Once again Boston College meets Holy
Cross on the gridiron. Once again these two
Jesuit institutions place aside for a fewhours of football warfare the friendliness
which is a bond between them through the
rest of the year. Once again the two teams
try to snatch the most coveted victory in
their gridiron schedules while spectators
cheer themselves hoarse in partisan support
of their favorite team, Eagle or Crusader as
the case may be.
To some people this game represents an
appealing clash between two mighty teams;
to a certain few it means more than words
can describe. To the students of the two
institutions, for instance, this annual game
is the event of their college days, a game
into which goes not only their cheers but
even their very hearts. To the Jesuit faculties of both colleges it is a day of days. And
to those who have watched this series grow
from a scrub game played before a few
hundred students into the mighty classic it
is today?to those who have taken part or
helped in this growth?the game is an object of indescribable pride, their annual
thrill.

Perhaps your correspondent is
getting- the wrong impression because he is growing older and
rather bored with the whole business, but it seems as though there
is considerable room for improvement in the present intellectual
condition of the Boston College
undergraduate body. At least that
is the conclusion I drew this week
after reading the current issue of
the Stylus, a publication which is
supposed to contain the artistic
expression of the best student
thought and opinion.
The Stylus this year has presented two fairly entertaining and
well illustrated magazines, but I
doubt if even the Stylus editors
themselves could call the contents
ar- a whole, an artistic expression
of the best thought and opinion.
Some of the work is skillful but
it smacks of immaturity and I have
yet to find an essay or short story
which treats a serious problem in
a manner representing careful serious thought and requiring clever
writing technique.
The few people who read this
column realize that your correspondent is the last person in the
world who could censure light and
facile writing and I think that
there should be humor and witty
fiction by all means in the Stylus.
But I don't think it should be all
humor and witty fiction and that
is what they are giving us from the
second floor literary sanctum in
the Tower Building.
In the November issue, for instance, the editors announce on the
inside cover the three selections
which they consider the outstanding features of the magazine.
The top attraction on the menu
is a story called "The Barmaid of
the Stagecoach Inn," which the
editors describe as a "gripping tale
of the days of the sword and cloak,
when Merrie England had a grimmer side." Then they offer "Secrets of a Filler Brush Man"?
"What goes on in the mind behind
the inserted foot? Here is your
chance to see how the other threequarters live." The third item
which the Stylus considers a
worthy inducement for readers'
attention is "One Punch Leslie
("Ward Six
Leads a Crusade."
expected every man to do his
duty.")
As I say, this is all very entertaining but not particularly admirable for its serious thought and
opinion. Many of us are probably
curious about what goes on in the
mind behind the inserted foot but
the Stylus is supposed to be a literary publication and it should
also, at least make an attempt to
reveal What is going on in the
mind of significant contemporary
artists like James T. Farrell, Maxwell Anderson, Diego Riviera or
Frank Capra.
Perhaps the Stylus editors will
argue that it can't be done and
that if the Boston College students
could write like they do on the
Atlantic Monthly or The New
Yorker, he would be writing for
the Atlantic Monthly or The New
Well, nobody expects
Yorker.
them to put on a professional
magazine but they could try. The
Stylus of three, four and five years
ago tried and came fairly close and
there is no reason why it couldn't
happen again.
When Joe Brennan, Steven Fleming, Herbert Kenny and Cornelius
Dalton were writing the Stylus in
1933, the magazine had something
else beside light fiction.
There
were good studies of Pre-Raphaelitism, John Galsworthy, the progress of the press, the neo-scholastic revival, Newman's prose
rhythm and other pieces which
showed knowledge, taste and style.
This was the editorial staff which
changed old maroon cover and conservative make-up to a format
which was modeled after Lincoln
Kirstein's "Hound and Horn" and
sometimes the boys had a slight
tendency to go off the deep end.
I remember one article on the
poetry of Elinor Wylie which began, "I have an eyeache. I shall
probably have an eyeache for a
long time." But although that sort
of writing was unconventional, it
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was original and thoughtful and
the 1933 Stylus was far enough advanced to win two first prizes in
the Jesuit College Literary Association Contest. Brennan's essay
on Joris-Karl Huysmans was selected as the best prose and Fleming's "The Werewolf" was the leading poem.
This pace continued in 1934 and
a Boston Latin School instructor
who has followed the progress of
the Stylus carefully for the past
25 years says that the 1935 magazine was the most sensibly prepared volume he has seen during
that length of time. That was the
era of Grover Cronin's criticism,
Paul Power's discussions of Democracy, Paul Moynahan's examinations of More and the Humanists
and Louis Mercier's short stories.
The Stylus began to slip the following year and in the opinion of
your correspondent it has been
sl'/pping ever since. I don't believe
that the change in the crop of
undergraduates is responsible although that is the logical conclusion to accept. Brennan is teaching philosophy at New Rochelle,
Dalton is covering the state house
for the Boston Traveler and Cronin
has returned from Oxford to work
for his Ph. D. at the University of
Wisconsin but there must be others
around who are capable of taking
their place. We can go even further and say that there must be
others on the staff of the present
Stylus who could take their place
but it will take a little reading and
thinking and writing.
Your correspondent has tried to
be polite in this bit of well-intended criticism. He hasn't said anything about the illustration on the
cover of this month's issue or the
poem on page 48 which reads:
Age

I am seventeen
Sure,

Life is all right.

History Repeats
We consider the following to
be the cleverest and wittiest bit
written about B. C. Holy Cross
game. Jack Spencer, '29, is the
author.
-

Feb. 23, 1667
"Intent upon the battle on the
morrow l slept not a wink."
?Samuel Pepys
"That incorrigible gossip and
gadabout, Mr. Pepys, has this to
offer:
Early up this day to go to the
Holy Cross game at the fairgrounds this afternoon, where I
shall sit in '.he Boston College
cheering section with Mister Gaquin, who is by way of being a
debater. And go on board the
tram cars in the early morning,
hoping to reach the field before
game time. But, Lord, did wait
in the underground for a great
space and then, when the tram did
come, so many women, being the
weaker sex, rushed aboard with
flying elbows and so much poking
with umbrellas that I was hurled
about and could not get aboard.
And straightway made a resolve
never to give a woman a seat.
This should be easy done, for up
until now, I have successfully resisted the temptation. But another came, and after many hours,
T reached 'the park. Then through
the gate, where Mister Joe McCarthy and Sir Westbrook Somy,
keep watch against non-students.
Saluted them, and passed on. Then
twenty ushers, each reach for my
ticket-stub and point in as many
directions, but see Mr. Gaquin and
go down to join him. And, anon,
come one, bowing and waving to
terrific applause, but the poor fellew could not see behind him and
notice Mister Hurley, Governor of
the Commonwealth, and the Honorable Tobin, Lord Mayor of Boston, for whom the ovation was.
And then came the Honorable
James M. Curley, whom some say
will be the nex'b Lord Mayor, and
Honorable John Fitzgerald, humming "Sweet Adeline," and many
other high dignitaries of city and
state, and I mighty pleased to be
in such comroany. And everything
fine, until the game began, when I
find that I have a grandstand quarterback behind me. And stood his
prattle as long as my temper allowed, then rise up and pull his
hat over his face. Then came the
local gendarmerie, and so to the
Bastille."
?

TABLOID
By Andrew J. O'Brien

Patiently sitting through the rain-drenched
St. Anselm's tilt may well be termed heroic, playing practically recognizable football over four inches of the most luscious fudgy ooze may actually
be termed unbelievable. The Manchester boys played
the old "kick and pray" game without a solitary
favorable break; the only breaks were the two perfectly excusable miscues of the Eagles on touchdown road. .
. We walked across the sea of goo
after the game and almost lost a couple of Florsheims in the mire that acted every bit like quicksand.
T
With visibility almost zero, zero, the only colorful thing we could see about the game was the umbrellas that were not only representative of every
possible hue from magenta to mauve, but were
likewise conducive to wrathy red for impedance
sake and envious green for those lacking the slight
protection ithey offered.
The seats under the
.
scoreboard were eagerly sought when it was discovered that the canvas shield could be simply converted into an elongated pup tent. . . Two sensible
souls from New Hampshire were regaled with toggery commonly seen on T Wharf. Fishermen's oilskins niay by their aroma recall the unpleasant days
when we were forced to take cod liver oil, but we
have placed them on your "must have" list for obvious reasons.
T
When the final whistle blew, the muddy men
from Manchester frolicked in the gray mists, as
Aphrodites arising from frog-ridden foam. We realize there is a difference between classic mythology
and sciolistic phraseology, but what we think and
what we say often differs in the expression. (O,
unhappy day to admit of such incriminating disclosure.) .
One temporarily deluded son of the
hills festered forth from the milling turmoil waving
his hands in unprecedented glee as little glebes
sprinkled the unwary passer-by, shouting the while,
"From Mike Malio's face, I got. From Mike Malio!"
Shades of the blood drenched napkins of French
royalty. Louis XVI was executed, Mike wasn't.
T
The cast' steel goal posts may cant at a precarious angle but still they stand, something like
that hill after the six men passed on, don't you
think, or do you ? . .
"Does she pack a wallop,
Billie Boy?" The rabid fans from the West Stands
found out the Newton gendarmes had a bit of persuasion in repulsing the would-be goal posit teareruppers. All in fun, though, all in fun. .
After
viewing the stadium on Sunday, we are glad we
didn't join in the Streetcleaners and Janitors Union,
Local 815. Billy Frazier once remarked upon close
examination that he was glad they played so many
games at Fenway last year and now we know. . . .
Our sincerest sympathies are extended ito Curator
Collins and his force. We realize the job it is, after
all we cleaned our office once.
T
Catching up on your sleep all day Friday, we
can't see any reason why everyone won't be on
hand in the evening for the torchlight parade and
rally. . . We will give you a certfiied note from
Tom Simone to assure you time to dash home and
grab a /turkey sandwich, there's a bare, very bare
possibility that there will ibe some of the bird yet
languishing in the ice-box, and clap a black bowler
or. your nobbin to arrive at Fenway Park before
that fellow in left field with the five o'clock shadow
has settled down to watch the biggest and best
game of his life. If Tom happens to sign his name
Smith, the check is still good. We'll back a Smith
with our vote any day.
.
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T
Francis Casey has arranged for a vic?

?

Mr. R.
tory dance at the Statler Saturday night and Mr.
Casey makes some very excellent arrangements. . . .
It is going to be a victory dance too, the lads are
very serious about this matter of knocking off the
Packachoags as part of their requirements for a
successful career at the heights. So if the Messrs.
Osmanki, Cahill, Oulette, e<t al. are not treated with
customary respect for hospitality proffered don't
charge the boys with (being impolite or ungrateful,
they have a little score to settle.
?

T

?

In your holiday enthusiasm don't forget the
testimonial at the Bradford on Tuesday. We have
said about all we can say about it without becoming
bothersome.
. Pete deserves this thing, make it
deserving of Pete and his family. . . . We note that
Philadelphia Moore, the king of the silver blades,
and by the way, captain of the Eagles frozen forces
is turning around in class to give Manager Needham
a buzz about the number of days until the Princeton face-off.
.

.
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Social Events Add To Color Of Classic
Fulton Argues College Functions Will Fill Out Benefit Dance
For Cignetti
With Prisoners
Long Week-End Of Festivities Tuesday Night
In Debate
Orators Proclaim
Alliance With Britain
Before Large Crowd
At Norfolk Colony

Victory Dance
As Celebration

FIRST ENGAGEMENT

Senior Class To Run
Post Game Function
To Benefit Yearbook

College Orators Thrill

Appreciative Crowd
Sunday Night

One of the most interesting debates ever engaged in by the Pulton Debating Society took place
last Sunday, when the Fulton
Team travelled to Norfolk Prison
Colony to meet the prison team.
The question debated was resolved:
"That the United States should
form an alliance with Great Britain." Fulton upheld the affirmative
side, represented by John F. X.
Francis V.
Gaquin, president;
Ahearn, and Henry F. Lyons, Jr.
The Norfolk debaters, defending
the negative, were John Wall,
president of the Norfolk Society;
William Perry, Adolph Rosenthal,
and Russell Kidd, alternate. James
Kerrigan was chairman of the debate.
The debate was held in the audiand
torium of the Norfolk Prison,
music
furnished
band
the prison
during the intermission. The audience consisted in approximately
200 prisoners, and the moderators
of both societies.
In opening the case for the Fulton, Gaquin interpreted the meaning' of an alliance as defensive, to
ease trade barriers, to check agressors, and to guard interests vital
out
to both nations. He pointed
and
that
failed,
that isolation has
economic and monetary bonds
have bound all nations so closely
that miles today mean nothing.
Ahearn continued the case for
a
the Fulton by pointing out in
benefits
to
that
fashion
humorous
the entire world tending toward
an
world peace would accrue from
a
definite
that
showed
alliance. He
announcement of policy by the
United States is necessary to
check unjust dictatorial ambitions.
Benefits accruing to the United
States from the proposed alliance
were outlined by Henry F. Lyons,
when he pointed out the necessity
comof safeguarding our trade and
bonds
our
merce, and protecting
with England.

Team Retires To
Andover Retreat
At the completion of a light
practice Thursday morning, the
entire B. C. football squad numbering 67 players will leave for
Campion Hall, the Jesuit Retreat
House in North Andover. The
renplayers will remain in this
morning,
dezvous until Saturday
when they will leave for the game
will be
at Fenway Park. The boys
accompanied by Fr. Collins, S.J.,
Faculty director of Athletics, and
various members of the coaching
staff will be present at different
times.
The purpose of this little excursion, which incidentally is a tradihere at the Heights, is to provide a maximum of rest and relaxation, and a minimum of mental
and nervous tension which naturally exists before the game.
The club will be entertained with
various movies to accomplish this
end. The players themselves will
also contribute to the general fun.
The smooth baritone voice of Pete
Cignetti, as well as a few rhythmic
gyrations of the "happy feet" of
Lou Montgomery are a few of the
performances in prospect.
To many men, the sojourn will
serve also as a chance to meet
again their genial friend and former adviser Fr. Frank Sullivan.

tion'

As fitting climax to the B. C.
Holy Cross classic, the annual gala
Victory Dance will be held Saturday evening in the Imperial Ballroom of the Hotel Statler, for the
benefit of the Senior class yearbook. It is expected that practically the entire student body will
celebrate at this dance, the foremost social affair of the football
season.
President Dick Casey of the
Senior class and his assisting committee, have labored unceasingly,
to make this dance even more entertaining than Victory Dances of
years past. With this in mind,
they have secured Lou Sacco and
his band to provide the music.
Sacco is one of the most popular
of college swing bands and is certain to become a favorite of those
who attend.
As for the choice of ballroom, the
Imperial Ballroom ranks among
Boston College favorites. All students are aware of its incomparable facilities. This ballroom has
been the scene of many successful
B. C. social events, including the
Junior Prom of a year ago, and
this same Holy Cross game dance
of many past years.
All that remains to make a perfect evening is your attendance
and a victory over the Crusaders.
Captain Bill Flynn and his high
flying Eagles promise to provide
the victory, rest is up to the individual student. The committee
urges that students do not miss
this integral and most entertaining event of their college life.
Members of both the Eagle and
Crusade squads have been extended invitations and many of the
players have announced intentions
of attending. B. C. stars including Captain Flynn, Fella Gintoff,
Al Horsfall, Charlie O'Rourke and
Lou Montgomery will celebrate at
the Statler Saturday night.
Serving as a committee in charge
of arrangements are: President
McCready,
Phil
Casey,
Fred
Thompson, George Fallon, Tom
McDonald, Bob Griffiin,
Frank
Cuddy, and Paul Moore.

Statler Ballroom

Smoker Before
Rally Parade

Scene Of Dance
Cross-Crown Smoker
Ignites Spark For
Torch Parade

'Night Before' Events

Dances, rallies and all else that

goes to make up a big weekend,
will be in order from Friday eve
to Sunday morn this week as the
various collateral social events,
which make the Holy Cross game
the grand affair that it is, promise
to reach a new high in interest and
entertainment.
From the first cheer which will
start off the rally and parade Friday night until the final strains of
Hail Alma Mater, have brought to
an end the monster Victory Dance
at the Statler, in the early hours
of Sunday morning, this weekend's
variety of athletic and social activity will be stirred to the greatest
intensity ever by an eager spirit,
occasioned by the record of an undefeated team. The big game with
its attending rallies and dances
make this weekend definitely one
to which students are looking forward.
It might well be said that all this
excitement starts today as the entire student body gathers in the
Stadium for the annual rally of the
Student A. A. Some over-enthusiastic students even maintain that
the entire Thanksgiving business of
tomorrow is the result of thanksgiving for the fun of the B. C.
H. C. weekend.
However, things really start rolling with dusk of Friday. It is
then that the Cross and Crown will
hold a smoker and the annual
torchlight parade into Boston. Friday night is also the time of the
Alumni formal dance at the Statler.
On Saturday comes the event of
events, the B. C.-Holy Cross game,
which will be followed by the victory celebration, the Senior Class
dance in the Statler's Imperial
Ballroom. What celebration takes
place after the dance is the individual's own choice.
Meanwhile the cause of it all, the
Eagle team, will be far from the
scene of Fridays activity in pregame seclusion at Andover.
-

To Be Taken Over
By Cross-Crown

Two pre-game pep rallies, one
a combined smoker and torchlight
parade run by the Cross and
Crown Friday night, will help to
arouse student spirit necessary for
a great victory over Holy Cross
this week. Besides the Cross and
Crown rally the regular A. A.
yell meeting will be held in the
Stadium during the third period
today. With all typical B. C. spirit
keyed up to the boiling point by
an undefeated record, in which has
been presented some of the most
dramatic episodes ever written into the saga of Maroon and Gold
athletic history, these rallies should
be the most spirited ever.
Friday night's pre-victory parade run by the Cross and Crown,
Senior class honor society, is an
innovation to B. C. pep meetings
inasmuch as this annual event has
always been conducted by the StuThe addition of a
dent A. A.
smoker before the parade to the
program should make Friday evening the most exciting night before
the Cross game in many years.
The first stirring of spirit will
take place today during the third
period when the entire student
body will gather on Alumni Field
to pay tribute to the team. This
will be the last opportunity to
cheer the players themselves as
they leave immediately afterward
for the customary three days of
seclusion before the big game.
Father Collins, Gil Dobie, Captain
Bill Flynn, Fella Gintoff and other
members of the team, and Jim
Kelly, Student A. A. president, will
speak at this rally.
For Friday night's festivities
John F. X. Gaquin, Knight Commander, and his fellow Cross and
Crowners have arranged a notable
program. At eight o'clock events
will be touched off by the cheerleaders in the Library Auditorium.
Noted sport luminaries will speak
and the B. C. band will provide
music. As speakers Gaquin has
already secured Joe McKenney,
former B. C. coach, George Ken(Continued on Page 11)

Many Names Engraved on Wall of Fulton
Room, Medalist Debaters, Are Now Famous
By Henry Desmond
High on the walls of the Fulton
Room in the Tower Building
are written in letters enscrolled
for ages to view and admire the
names of men, who once were students within the halls of Boston
College. Today these men are
older; some have passed on to
greater reward, others still live to
proclaim the glory of Boston College by their very lives.
Many a B. C. man, bored by a
lecture within those same walls,
has let his eyes, day-dreaming,
roam over that wall, scanned those
names and, /perhaps, wondered,
who they are, what they are and
where they are today. It is interesting to wonder, how many of
these present day students stop to
investigate these names and discover who they are in present day
life.
After reading the passage of
Webster on the arched ceiling of
the Fulton Room and vainly attempting to translate the quotations from Cicero, Demosthenes,
St. Paul et al which surround the
words of the Yankee orator, the

first name to confront the eyes of
the dreaming student is that of
William A. Murphy, the winner in
1890.
Mr. Murphy was the first winner
of the Fulton Medal, winning the
coveted prize a decade before the
dawn of the present century. Today he is secretary to Governor
Chas. F. Hurley, having served
in the same capacity to two preceeding governors. Present day
B. C. men, to whom he is better
known as the father of Charlie
Murphy, All-American B. C. end
in 1928, had a chance to hear this
master orator speak at the Alumni
Convocation, a feature of the Jubilee Week a year ago.
Winners in the next few years
included two men who were to
advance far in the world of politics, Daniel J. Gallagher '92 advancing to the dignity of Assistant U. S. District Attorney while
John D. Douglas '93 served in
Congress.
The winner of 1896 is now Monsignor Michael J. Splaine, pastor
of St. Mary's Church in Brookline

and a leading dignitary of the
Catholic Church. Others who won
the medal as students and later
entered religious life include the
late Rev. Andrew J. O'Brien '06,
who died in 1918, and Rev. J. J.
Wright S. T. C. '31.
The
late Father
O'Brien's
nephew and namesake is Andrew
J. O'Brien of this year's senior
class and present editor of the
HEIGHTS.
Another winner of
the Fulton medal and relative of
a present day student is John B.
Doyle '99, father of Jack Doyle, a
member of the Junior Class.

it goes names of men
conquered and graduto conquer again, this
second time overcoming a much
harder battle than college debates
can offer?namely life itself. There
are empty spaces on that wall
the names we have mentioned here
comprise but few of the winners
from 1890 through 1934 whose
names have alreay been inscribed
in their sacred niches?spaces that
date as far back as the year 2102
A. D.
And so
who came,
ated only

?

Governor And Mayor
Among The Notables
Planning To Attend
Affair At Bradford

MONSTER BENEFIT
Largest Event Of Kind
Ever Attempted By
Boston College
Next Tuesday night, in the Grand
Ballroom of the Hotel Bradford,
over a thousand people will dance
to the music of Ted Marier and
his band. The occasion of such
a turnout is the Cignetti Benefit
Dance.
This event marks the
climax of two weeks of intensive
work on the part of Mr. Fini and
Company who have been striving
with might and main to make this
affair the grand success that it
rightly should be.
Originally the brain-child of Mr.
Fini, it has been taken over by
the Gold-Key and the Athletic Association, and every effort of all
concerned has been expended to put
it across. Donations from all sections of Metropolitan Boston have
been pouring in and if those donations only were needed to insure
the success of this venture, all
fears of failure would be groundless. Unfortunately, the support of
the student body is a vital factor
in the success of any function, and
as far as the Cignetti dance is
concerned this necessary support
is definitely lacking. Unless they
rally to this worthy cause as they
have always rallied in the past,
its complete success cannot be assured. There is no good reason
why the student body should not
attend this affair, for a grand time
is assured by those in charge.
Ted Miarier's sweet swing music
is an attraction that needs no
boosting, for the student body has
often enjoyed his individual style
of arrangement, and his smooth
rhythm. The price is far from prohibitive as the tariff has been set
at $1.00 per couple. The cause is
a worthy one, and the students
are being given an opportunity
of showing in a materialway, their
appreciation of "Pete's" grand
work on the gridiron.

Alumni To Dance

Friday Evening
The Boston College Alumni Association is sponsoring its ninth
annual pre-Holy Cross game supper dance Friday evening in the
Imperial Room of the Hotel Statler. Walter Mayo '23, and his
popular orchestra will play from
nine till two.
Judging from the progress reported by various committee chairmen, this traditional dance bids
fair to become one of the highlights of the biggest week-end of
the year. If the success of previous
alumni supper dances is any criterion, this event will surpass even
the undergraduate functions in
patronage and popularity.
The entertainment coimmittee,
headed by William A. Reilly '25,
has arranged an attractive program featuring the immensely
popular Tom Harty '31 who will
entertain with his unexcelled dancing and recitals. Larry Thornton
'27, famed singer, and many other
notables of the stage and radio.
Continuing its policy of past
years, the alumni association has
succeeded in keeping the subscription down to six dollars per couple.
Efforts are being made to have
members of the various Boston
College clubs sit together in groups
at the banquet. Early reservations
must be made to assure the success of this plan.
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Learn The Songs And Cheers
?

B. C.

Of

Boston College
j.

_

HAIL TO THE HEIGHTS

?

B. C.

?

VICTORY SONG

HAIL, ALMA MATER

Forward, men of power,
Now oh, now's the hour',
Onward through the Purple line.
Though the foe assail you,
Sons of Boston hail you
On, on, on to victory.
Chorus:
Onward, Boston, sweep aside the

Hail, Alma Mater,
Thy praise we sing.
Fondly they imem'ries,
Round our hearts still cling.
Guide of our youth through
Thee we shall prevail!
Hail, Alma Ma;er,
Hail, all hail!

foe,

Fighting, fighting, down the field
?

B. C.

we go.
See our line go smashing,
Watch our backs go dashing
On, on, on to victory.

?

FOR BOSTON
For Boston! For Boston!
We Sing our proud refrain.
For Boston! For Boston!
Tis wisdom's earthly fain.
For here men are men
And their hearts are true,
And the Towers on the Heights
Reach to Heaven's own blue.
For Boston! For Boston!
'Til the echoes ring again.
RAH, RAH!
?

B. C.

?

CLAP HANDS
LONG WHISTLE
BOOM
BOSTON
TEAM RAH.

?

?

All Hail, Maroon and Gold,
Your banners unfold.
We loyay sons are with you today,
Young grads and old.
So march along, B. C.,
'Tis your victory.
Fight, fight, the Eagle will scream
tonight,
Onward, B. C.

B. C.

?

?

B. C.

?

THE DIRGE
Poor Holy Cross! Poor Holy Cross!
Boston will beat you?poor Holy
Cross!
You can't score a touchdown;
You can't kick a goal;
Boston will beat you?Poor Holy
Cross.
Amen!

?

THE CHANT
LET'S GO!
LET'S GO!
B. C.
WE'LL WIN! WE'LL WIN!
B. C.
YEA, BOSTON! TEAM! TEAM!

Ricci Math Club
Attends Greater
Boston Meeting
Thursday Evening saw the
Ricci Math of B. C. attending a
meeting of the Greater Boston
Math Club at the Sodon building
in downtown Boston. Boston University played host to the numerous Math clubs of the surrounding
colleges and provided them with
many interesting and talented
speakers of a fine program.
The President of the Wellesley
College Math Club headed the list
of distinguished speakers with a
fine discourse on the interesting
points and details of that unique
work by Claude Bragdon, "Frozen
Fountain."
This book treats of
designs formed by using magic
squares. Next the President of
Northeastern University Math Club
gave a brief but detailed talk on
the practical approach to Calculus.
The highlight of the evening was
the lecture given by A. A. Bennett
of Brown University, the guest
speaker. He enumerated the properties of figurate numbers and discussed dynamic symmetry entitling
his discourse "Abstract Ideas for
Concrete Heads!"
These talks were followed by
many exciting mathematicalgames
and community singing at various
times during the evening. Then
refreshments were served.
Last

?

Boston's out to win again,
The Eagle's in again,
He's here to stay.
Our team is primed to play the
game,
And brings its further fame
To old B. C.
Shout! Let your banners wave on
high.
Shout! Let your voices fill the sky.
Sing a song of victory,
Boston is marching by.

Sweep down the field for Boston,
Marching on to glory.
Forward fighting Eagles,
Carry home the spoils of victory.
We crush the foe before us
As the Boston men of old.
So, fight, fight, fight, fight, fight
fight fight fight
For the old Maroon and Gold.
Cheered to victory, our team
sweeps on,
The foe is vanquished and their
spirit gone.
B-O-S-T-O-N, Boston, Boston, Boston.

B. C.

B. C.

BOSTON IS MARCHING BY

SWEEP DOWN THE FIELD

?

?

SKYROCKET

ALL HAIL, MAROON AND GOLD

?

B. C.

?

B. C.

?

B. C. RAY
B. C. RAY!
B. C. RAY!
B-O-S-T-O-N
B-O-S-T-O-N
BOSTON!BOSTON! BOSTON!
RAH! RAH! RAH! RAH! RAH!
TEAM! TEAM! TEAM!

?

B. C.

?

?

B. C.

?

?

LONG YEA

H-I-I-I CRUSADER
H-I-I-I CRUSADER!
H-I-I-I CRUSADER!
C-R-U-S-A-D-E-R
C-R-U-S-A-D-E-R
TEAM! RAH!

YEA! YEA! YEA!
BOSTON!
TEAM! TEAM! TEAM!
?

B. C.

?

SHORT YEA

YEA! BOSTON! FLYNN!

B. C.

?

LOCOMOTIVE
B-O-S-T-O-N (Three times, each
one faster than preceding)
YEAH! BOSTON! TEAM RAH!
B-O-S RAH! RAH!
B-O-S, RAH! RAH!
T-O-N RAH! RAH!
YEA BOSTON!
B-O-S-T-O-N,

BOSTON! TEAM RAH!

Superlative Beauty And Design To Be Found At B. C. Heights
College Has Treasure
In Oils, Murals,
Sculpture
By Edmund Weiss, '42
Boston College is by no means
unknown in the world of athletics,
its educational standards rank with
the finest schools in the country,
and lastly its beauty of design and
art are superlative. No doubt
this last statement came as a surprise to many of you. It's very
odd, but those closest to beauty fail
to recognize it. Countless students
pass daily by paintings, murals,
and fine sculpture, all executed by
masters, without so much as a
glance. An appreciation of these
treasures should be a vital part of
your education. The writer feels
that if through this article, one
undergraduate is induced to take
an interest in art in Boston College, it will not be effort wasted.
Oxford Of America
Boston College has been termed
the "Oxford of America," and
rightly so. The structural beauty
of its Gothic architecture has a
charm all its own. The contour of
the buildings is proportioned exactly and the resulting effect is
at once appreciable if one but stops

to notice.

Gothic architecture is
not at all confined to the Heights,
but here it was employed with the
maximum in beauty and style. The
Tower on the Heights may be
seen best, in all its majesty, from
the reservoir on the east side.
Inside the Tower building, the
visitor would be confronted by a
massive statue directly under the
Rotundic dome. This sculptural
masterpiece depicts St. Michael
Beautiful
conquering Lucifer.
siained glass windows admit a
soft light centering on the statue.
Murals, mottoes, inscriptions, and
stained glass panels look down
silently from various corners and
niches. They might be a source of
inspiration if given a little attention.
Chapel Thing Of Beauty
The visitor now passes from the
Tower Building to St. Mary's Hall,
where the faculty resides. At the
entrance to the faculty hall stands
a statue of Our Lady amid a delicately carved niche. The chapel
alone is well worth a visit to St.
Mary's.
Its eye-filling splendor
contrasting with the exquisite
stone-work, the chapel is truly a
work of beauty and art.
The
brilliant hue of the stained windows over-shades even those of
the Administration Building. The

reception rooms also, have been beautiful and valuable paintings.
spared no detail to make them Among these are "Coin of Tribute"
parallel in excellence with those by Benjamin West, and "Judith
in the library. The Tower Build- and Holofernes," original of Guido
ing is to the students what St. Reni. The former painting was
Mary's Hall is to the faculty, and presented to the College by Mr.
each is an integral part of Boston Joseph Pelletier, the latter was

College.
Valuable Books In Library
We arrive next at the library
which in the opinion of many, is
the most beautiful of the four
structures. At least partial justification of this belief is received
as one enters the outer vestibule
and proceeds upward, towards the
main lobby. At the first landing
the hall becomes visible; this is
used for assemblies, as a chapel
and for stage performances. At
the upper landing we pause to view
the stained glass and the towering
stone pillars.
Entering Gargan
Hall, flanked by the Chaucer or
Periodical Room and the office of
the librarian, one is struck by the
splendid perspective of its lines
and arches.
Study alcoves line
the hall these being divided by the
huge stone columns supporting a
roof of oak paneling. At the northwest end of the main reading room
is situated the Reception Room.
This room is unusually but effecmedieval fireplace of stone. The
Reception room contains many

The reception room
purchased.
also contains many valuable books,
some date back from the early
centuries of printing. In the
Chaucer Room there are numerous
paintings, mostly landscape work
by American artists. The Librarian's office is also adorned with
some canvas masterpieces. Among
there are: The "Holy Family", by
George Vasari;
"Evening" by
George Innes, and "Sailboat", by
John H. Twachtman.
Beauty Unsurpassed At Heights
For the real lovers of art and
sculpture, Boston College is a paradise. Here the visitor will find
architectural beauty unsurpassed,
paintings galore, a congruity of
design that lends distinction to the
campus, and one of the best equipped libraries in New England. Certainly, these treasures do not warrant neglect. A true appreciation
and understanding of the fine arts
should be a vital part of college
education, and the opportunity for
such is right here at Boston College.
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Listen For These Holy Cross Songs At The Game
Fight Holy Cross

Alma Mater
Oh, hear thy sons in happy song,
Holy Cross, oh Holy Cross.
Thy sons are loyal, true and

Foil wick Hall At Mount Saint James

Fight, Holy Cross,
The Purple team is out for glory.
Fight, Holy Cross,
We'll tell the same old story,
The game is on; on they come
We'll give a cheer for our team
triumphant,
Smash! Bang! We'll rip their line,
And whoop it up for Holy Cross.

strong,
Holy Cross, oh Holy Cross.
Thy Purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the
sky,
Thy honored name shall never die,

Holy Cross, oh Holy Cross.

?

With pride we view thy stately

H. C.

Oh, Mamie Riley,
How are you today?
Oh, Mamie Riley,
I'm going far away.
Come kiss your daddy
Before he goes away
Oh, Mamie, Mamie, Mamie Riley.

Slide, Kelley, slide,
Casey's at the bat,
Oh, Mamie Riely,
Where'd you get that hat?
Down in old Virginny, old Black
Joe.
Oh, Mamie, Mamie, Mamie Riley.

?

Chu, Chu, Bah! Rah!

Ring out then your hoiah,
With a chu, chu, rah rah
A chu, chu, rah, rah,

Phil Murphy's
Band Popular

Chu, chu, rah, rah, rah, rah, rah.
Give another hoiah,
And a chu, chu, rah rah,
A chu, chu, rah, rah for Holy

Cross.
March on as knights of old
With hearts as loyal and true and

When Phil Murphy entered Boston College two years ago he
brought with him a noted band.
It had played on the Cape the previous summer and also won favor
on various occasions. That year
Phil joined the B. C. dance orchestra and got the idea that a well
organized College band could go
places. Accordingly he merged
three or four B. C. players with
his own band. They now had to
offer a much improved outfit which
received many opportunities to
play at numerous proms and club
affairs.
Last summer cney played for
ten weeks at a Catskill Mountain
resort and were chosen the number one orchestra in the vicinity
by a popular poll of opinion. Charlie Shire is the arranger and the
the boys give him a lot of credit
for the success of the band. Besides Charlie and Phil, himself, we
have Mike Noonan, first sax and
number one clarinet, Eddie Guthrie
at the fiddle and doing his part on
the vocals, Jackie Hart tipping the
piano keys and Rudy Mischaud
playing the trombone, all B. C.

bold,
And wage the bitter fight with all
all your might,
Fight hard for Holy Cross, Rah!
Rah! Rah!
You'll know when battle's done,
It was for her that the fight was
won.
Oh, may it never die that battle
cry,
ON, ON, for Holy Cross.

Cross And Crown
Members Usher
At Sunday Lecture
Seven members of the Cross and
Crown Honors Society ushered at
the lecture of the Rev. Terence L.
Connolly, S.J., given in the Copley
Plaza, last Sunday.
Mrs. Edward C. Donnelly, aided
by Mrs. David Johnson, was in
charge of arrangements for the
lecture. Professor Louis J. Mercier
of Harvard was chairman and he
introduced Fr. Connolly, who spoke
on Irish Drama.
The ushers, all members of the
Cross and Crown, and honor students at the college were: William
Donovan, Merle Carey, Russell
Guarcello, Paul Devlin, Paul A.
Keane, Joseph J. Hammond, and
John V. Driscoll. The ushers were
appointed by John F. X. Gaquin,
Knight Commander.
Fr. Connolly discussed the Abbey
Theatre Movement and its progress, and discussed prospects for
its future.
Arnold Lunn, noted Catholic layman, and Fr. Owen C. Dudley, author of "The Masterful Monk," will
lecture under the same auspices in
December.

?

Oh! Mamie Riley!

walls,
Holy Cross, oh Holy Cross,
Sweet mem'ries linger in thy halls,
Holy Cross, oh Holy Cross.
The hill that slopes with gentle
grace,
The Blackstone gliding at its base
Make thee majestic, dear old place,
Holy Cross, oh Holy Cross.

?

H. C.

Pleasant, Industrious Manner Of Nurses
Proves A Tonic For Many A Sick Man
Injured Boston College
Student Appreciated
Care

at

St. E's.

By Louis J. DePass '39

Lucky or not as it may seem,
Yours Truly recently spent two
weeks in St. Elizabeth's Hospital.
The reason for this inextended yet
pleasant stay would appear a trifle
ridiculous if not humorous. Probably if the stairs had been greased
nothing would ever have occurred.
But skipping all that, I must say
that I never realized the inside of
a hospital could be quite so cheerful. Most people regard such in-

Eagle Cheerleaders

stitutions with dour disfavor and
without a question of a doubt they
are excellent places to stay out of
(especially if you are carried in).
Yet with the care that is exercised
by the "girls in white," one with a
mere leg injury would almost wish
he had fallen out of an airplane
instead of down a few stairs.
Praise should be given where
praise is due and if full justice
were to be rendered those concerned, why someone like Cardinal
Newman should be engaged under
these circumstances.
Some weks ago John Ryan '40
wrote an article in the HEIGHTS
extending praise and thanks to the
nurses at St. E.'s. It seems that
John had an argument with a tree
during the historical "blow" and
he too 'became acquainted with the
confines of the hospital. Well, if
you could have seen the delight
manifested by their words and
the expressions on the nurses'
faces when they read the article,
to think that someone had finally
done a little justice and given them
a bit of deserved praise, why you'd
think that each one of them had
been left a hundred dollar bill. In
the article John mentioned eggnogs and fruit juices. Let me add
again, yea verily, what pleasant
surprises were these tasty dishes.
I can see them now coming 'round
the corner'. The contents in ye
glawses not only quenched a fellow's thirst but the act itself made
him feel the place was not an institution but more of "another
house" with about ten "little sisters" who 'seemed glad to do
favor for "big brother." When doing their duties, the "white sisters"
struck no note of discord but
hustled around with a willingness
which conveyed the impresion that

men.

not only were things done with
genuine thoroughness but in
spirit of the student who wants to
be at the "head of the class."
Further let me add that a hospital offers an excellent opportunity for a little character study.
A bit of observation would disclose of what "stuff" these girls
are made. A girl who can stand
three years of student training
with its study and confinement and
the "patient suffering of the patients" must have a little more
grit and backbone than the average girl. A nurse must have an
agreeable disposition, a willingness to work and an innate knowledge of human nature.
*>

Along with a broadcast on the
radio and an engagement with the
Federation of Catholic Clubs, the
band offers their playing at the
B. C.-Indiana dance as evidence of
their increasing popularity. In
fact, Jim Kelly was so well pleased
that he has obtained them again
for the B. U. dance a week ago.
At the Indiana dance they featured for the first time "Riffin at
the Heights." This is a swing song
and went over big last Friday
night but it's 'Riffin' not 'Rhythm'.
Jitterbugs Beware!
A criminology class at Syracuse
U. discovered that morons can
dance as well as, if not better
than most normal people of normal mentality.

Entertainers Between Halves

*

Left to right?Paul Duffy, Bill Joy, Jim Law, Ralph Ryan and
"Hy" Devereaux.

Herb Chernak, senior acrobat and Everett Noonan with their

partners in gymnastic exhibitions.
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All-American Gene Goodreault
Starts First Holy Cross Game
Gene Goodreault, the Eagle's
varsity right end has been playing
grand football all season, but his
performance against the Indiana
Hoosiers topped them all.
It hasn't been since the days
of "Flave" Tosi, former Eagle star,
that football fans have witnessed
such a stellar performance by a
wing performer.
Blonde Gene really went to town!
The brilliant right end from Haverhill High thrilled the banner crowd
with his crunching tackles and
great all-around work. Time and
time again he electrified the huge
crowd by his great playing, both
offensively and defensively.
The astonished Hoosier backfield
were amazed and very often Surprised to find themselves pinned
to the earth. They couldn't understand it. Weren't they using two
men to blot Goodreault out of the
scene?
But nevertheless, there
he was, big as life tearing in and
smearing their best plays for tremendous losses.
Of course, much credit is due to
Captain Bill Flynn, "Charley"

v

Courtesy

O'Rourke and the rest of the
strong, undefeated Boston College
team, for they all played a whale
of a game Saturday, but "blond"
Gene really stood out. Everyone
who saw the game 'was of the
same opinion concerning Goodreault. He played a real bang-up
game, in fact, the best game of
his career.
The Boston experts and even outsiders were also lavish in their
praise of "All America" Gene.
Many of them cited him for national recognition.
The Eagles' fine right end who
stands 5 feet 11 inches tall and
weighs about 180 lbs., is only a
sophomore, having 2 more seasons
to go. He is headed for national
honors the way he is going now.
If Gene keeps it up we at B. C.
will not be surprised to And the
light-haired flash on the coveted
All American team this year.
Incidentally, the former Haverhill all-Star first intended to go to
Notre Dame, but finally decided to
stay closer to home. He chose
B. C. to be his Alma Mater.

of Holy Cross Purple

Moore Leads
'38 Pucksters

Grid Victors

Thirty-three candidates responded to Coach "Snooks" Kelly's first
call for hockey tryouts Friday afternoon. Included in this group
were four lettermen of last year's
sextet, members of the 1938 freshman team and many faces new to
Boston College hockey.
Returning members of the '38
squad were Captain Paul Moore,
Frank Lowery, George Norberg,
and Ralph Dougherty while Bill
Flynn, regular center a year ago
and present captain of football, is
expected to report at the close of
the football season. Other grid
stars who will report along with
Flynn are Dick Cummings, Al
Horsfall, Vito Ananis and Ed
Swenson.
Sophomore stars from last
year's sensational Frosh team
should fit into the positions vacated by graduation. Such former
schoolboy stars as Walter Cuenin,
Art McCourt, Frank Bellew and
John Anderson among this group
cause Coach Kelly to smile in hopeful anticipation. Foremost among
the new candidates reporting for
the first time is Bernie Oates, hard
checking defense man and amateur
club star from Watertown.
Led by Captain Moore the squad
reported Saturday night at the
Arena for the first in many practice sessions to prepare for the
opening game with Princeton December Bth. With a schedule including such teams as Dartmouth,
Princeton and the clubs of the
New England Intercollegiate Hockey League, Coach Kelly plans to
hustle in order to round his squad
into shape.
Among those who predicted
the scoreless outcome of last
Saturday's game was Dan Collins, genial groundskeeper here
at B. C. No one better realized
that the soggy condition of the
held could not be overcome by
any sort of running attack than
Dan, who, when just before
game time he was asked, his
opinion of what the score might
be, predicted nothing to nothing.
It would seem that our Eagles
did well to even come close.

Junior Class

Bomber Bill

Intra mural football at Boston
College got underway just as the
regular season was coming to a

Jim Kean
Andy O'Brien
Joe McKenney
Sig Somy
Art Cullen
Gerry Converse
George Lee
John Dacey
Eagles Talon

close, last Friday afternoon, when
a. team from Junior C, met a group
of hardy individuals answering to
the name of Independents on the
Freshman football field. The score
favored Junior C, 27?7.
Showing great power on the land
and in the air, Father O'Connor's
"darlings" spent the entire afternoon in the enemy's territory rolling up yardage on yardage. The
sole opposition score came on a
long pass in the waning moments
of the game.
Dick Curname and Bob McGee,
were the shining lights for the
Junior Club, while the work of Ted
Heaslip and Jack Morrissey was
outstanding. Huck Henabenry and
Jim Harrington, imported from
Senior, were the combination in the
scoring for the losers.
As a result of the game, Bill
Kenny, Jack Morrissey and "Hurricane" Henneberry, will not see action in the Holy Cross dance, due
to injuries. The lineup:
Heaslip, r.e.; Groden, r.t.; Byrne,
r.g.; McGee, c; Kenny, 1.g.; Murphy, 1.t.; Morrissey, 1.e.; Tondorf,
q.b.; King, l.h.ib.; O'Brien, r.h.b.;
Curnane, f.b.
Ford, 1.e.; Smithers, 1.t.; McLaughlin, 1.g.; Burgraff, c; Disken,
r.g.; Harrington, r.t.; Glennon, r.e.;
Conley, q.b.; Henneberry, 1.h.b.;
B.C. H.C. Healey, f.ib.; Vinburg,
r.h.b.
7
3

14
33
13
14
9
14

13

7
10
20
12
7
13
7
rain

That long awaited race between
Sherman Rogan and Sid Bogan
which was hanging fire for three
years was finally settled last week
before a capacity crowd of 100
students. Sherman won in a walk.
.
but Sid blames lack of condi.
tion for the loss of the race.
However he can't tell Sherman
that.
.

.

.

.

For the first time since they
were buried in cement when
the present Stadium was constructed, the B. C. goal posts
were in danger of tumbling last
Saturday afternoon. The posts,
which have survived even a
hurricane, were bent by the efforts of St. Anselm's rooters,
who considered the muddy and
scoreless tie worthy of celebraHowever, the uprights
tion.
were successfully defended by
the Newton police and a few
pugnacious B. C. students, who
are determined that these same
goal posts shall stand through
the ages.

You don't have to "go in
the red to dress up in
Black and White
19

Tux or Tails
Generally when you think of buying a tuxedo or
a dress suit, you think in terms of $45 and $50.
When you think of buying a University Shop
tuxedo or dress suit, you can still think in terms
of $45 and $50 QUALITY but you pay only $35.
Remember too, you can charge it?pay 10 equal
weekly payments, one third a month for 3 months,
or open a regular thirty day charge account.

University Shop
1410 MASS. AVE.

HARVARD SQUARE
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Two

Thru the

Eagle'sEye
By

Meet On Fenway Sod

Mud AndRain Bill Osmanski Eagle Captain
Hold Eagles
Shining Light Worthy Heir
To 0-0 Draw
Of Andersons As A Leader

Jim Kean

COLLEGE'S football season will be considered
BOSTON
a success or a
that
when the Eagles start
leads
the Red Sox dressing
failure

7

down

long subterranean passage that
to
room after the game witn the Cross on next Saturday. This
is a well-known fact among Boston College men that the
success of a season is measured by the outcome of the Holy
Cross game. Seasons that have been for the most dismal
failures have turned out to be glowing successes all because
of the outcome of one game as many of the old grads are
aware. The converse of this statement is also true. No season is considered a particular success unless there is a victory
over the Crusaders, regardless of whether we scored a convincing victory over old Siwash or drubbed Tuscaloosa Prep.
IT'S IN THE SIGNS
Now, with the populace looking for advance signs as to
the outcome of everything from Presidential elections to
future wars, Eagle Eye decided to look around for some
good omens, and came upon one immediately. Two seasons
back, which was the first year that Gil Dobie was in our
midsts, the Boston College team dressed for the Holy Cross
game in the visiting dressing room of Fenway ParK while
the Crusaders occupied the Red Sox quarters. The cneering
sections found the Bostonites out in the field stands while
the Worcesterites were cuddled together in the grandstand.
We all know the result of the game. The Eagles rose to their
greatest heights and defeated the highly favored Andersons.
The time has advanced now but the situation is the same.
We are back in the field stands and our team is going to
dress in the room reserved for the visiting club. The signs
are propitious enough for a victory, but we also have a football team that I consider better than the one of two years
past. That I think is enough to augur well for a Boston

Costly Fumbles Stop
Heightsmen Deep In
Hawks Territory

Swooping out of a storm-cloud
Manchester, N. H., Cleo
O'Donnell's scrappy Hawks held a
handicapped Eagle eleven to a
scoreless deadlock in the mud of
Alumni Field last Saturday afternoon.
The heavy rain, which transformed the turf into a gelatinous
bog and made the ball as slippery
as the perennial eel, precluded the
use of any but basic power plays
by both teams. However, this was
a fortunate accident as the Holy
Cross varsity and coaches were in
the stands to scout the Maroons
for Saturday's game.
It was a heartbreaking contest
for the Boston College rooters, for
at least two scores were lost by
fumbles.
Eagle Backs Outstanding
Henry Toczylowski cut short the
only Hawk threat in the opening
moments of the game when he
came up to make a thrilling tackle
on St. AnseLm's fleet wingback,
Rarnblin' Ray McLean, who carried the opening kickoff up past
the mid-stripe into Eagle territory.
victory.
Fella Gintoff, the outstanding
WHO WILL IT BE?
back on the field, was the unforLooking back over the results of past Boston College- tunate victim of the Maroons
Holy Cross games we note that not one game has gone into fumbles. In the last quarter, he
dove over the Hawks' goal, but the
the record without the accompanying insertion that one or ball
Slipped from his hands in the
several individuals played the greatest games of their careers. attempt.
Shortly af':er, he again
We at Boston College have a place reserved for such grid- lost a scoring chance by a fumble
iron greats of the past as Joe McKenney, Jack Heaphy, on the enemy five yard line.
Chuck Darling, Luke Uurban, Con O'Brien, Flave Tosi, Al
Statistics Favor B. C.
Weston, Paddy Creedon, George Colbert, Frank Maloney,
Despite the close score, the staHarry Downes, John Frietas, and Tony DiNatale. Up at tistics were strongly in favor 01
Holy Cross the golden haired boys are Jim Hobin, Nick the Heightsmen, who made twelve
Morris, Buzz Harvey, George Colucci, Phil O'Connell, Dave first downs to one by St. Anselm's.
Gavin, Stu Clancy, Red Garrity, Hank Baker, and Pat Boston College had a preponderant
by rushadvantage in yards
Sweeney. Saturday will add another name to this list but ing, and the only gained
department in
who it will be is a mystery right now. Will it be Charlie which the honors were even was
O'Rourke with his passes, Fella Gintoff with his running the kicking. Ira Jivilikian and
ability, Gene Goodreault, Ernie Schwortzer or some lesser Charley Jaworek received very
light in the Dobie machine? Or will it be a glorious day for favorajble comments for their pheRonnie Cahill, Bill Osmanski, Joe Delaney, or Bill Histen of nomenal handling of a sloppy ball.
the Purple horde? Tradition has it that some one will be One of the latter's offerings carthe toast of the respective schools after the game. Maybe ried seventy yards and skidded to
halt four feet from the Eagle's
the dope will be upset and the Boston line will carry off the agoal-stripe.
award.
The outstanding Hawks were unWHO HAS THE EDGE?
questionably Jaworek and Captain
Trying to dope out this coming clash is worse than pre- Mike Malio, the powerful center
dicting the outcome of the return game between those two for the invaders, who kept the
hardy Junior sections who met last week on the gridiron in Dobie machine from rolling until
a duel that brought back memories of the annual games be- late in the game.
Pete Cigne'tti and Al Horsfal
tween the Forty Thieves and the Fly By Nighters. It's alball but were handiplayed
most impossible. For one thing it won't be as disastrous for capped fine
by the uncertain footing
both sides. Boston College will hold the upper hand in the Chet Gladachuck, who played for
line, if the performances of both lines are taken into consid- fifty-five -minutes, was outstanderation. The Eagles' forward wall has yet to be outplayed ing, offensively and defensively.

by their rivals and they have faced some tough opposition in
the persons of the Indiana and Detroit lines to mention a
few. On the other hand the Holy Cross is not as powerful
as the men from Boston. Their first line is capable enough
but their reserves are below par. In almost all but one of
their games the Purple line was forced to yield before the
charges of the enemy.
The backfields are about on par. The Cross has a wellrounded attack in its backfield with Osmanski as the spearhead of its running game and Cahill taking charge of the
passing game. For the Eagles their offering of Charlie
O'Rourke as ace bomber and Fella Gintoff as chief ground
gainer does not have to bow down at all.
NICE WORK, FELLOWS
Since this is the last column that will be written relative
to the football season Eagle Eye is going to take time out
and mention those worthies who for eight long weeks have
played the part of the forgotten men in the moulding of the
Boston College eleven into one of the leading grid elevens in
the country. I am talking about the Junior Varsity or the
Jayvees as they are known to those who follow football
closely. Every coach knows the value of a good Jayvee team
because it is these same boys who put on the offense of the
opponents to acquaint the home club with the sort of attack
that they are to expect. If they are capable the results will
show when the final act in the drama is unfolded before the
fans. Captains all, the Boston College Jayvees have more
than done their work, and if the Eagle defeats the Crusader
they should be the recipients of some fine remarks. Win,
lose, or draw, Tom Powers, Jim Fitzgerald, Herb Mallard and
the rest of the gang get a long Boston Yea from this column.
Nice going, boys.

from

In 1936, Dartmouth had a

mighty

eleven. Indeed, an undefeated season was reported as a certainty
for the Indian team, up in the hills
of Hanover that year. Dave Camerer, Satta McCray, "Mutt" Ray
and Joe Handrahan, were pillars oi
strength in the forward wall of
that seemingly unbeatable team,
while such stellar ball carriers as
Hollingsworth, Bob McLeod, and
pile-driving John Handrahan, were
carrying the mail to the despair of
bewildered opponents. But Holy
Cross had a football team that
year as Dartmouth soon learned to
its sorrow.
With the opening kick-off, Dartmouth adherents looked for a swift
kill, but as the bail moved up and
down the field, changing hands
continually, the supposed certain
victory for Dartmouth began to
assume the alarming proportions
01 a struggle.
At half-time, due
to the unforeseen defensive heights
to which a gallant Holy Cross team
ascended, Dartmouth had not yet
crossed the Purple goal-stripe.
When the third period went the
way of the first two and Holy
Cross continued to dominate the
play, Dartmouth rooters really had
cause for worry. Then Dartmouth
taking the ball just on the midstripe sought the winning score via
the air route. Luckless "Al" Hollingsworth uncorked a mighty
heave far down the held destined
for Johnny Handrahan. But a certain tow-headed young fullback
named Osmanski, seemed to come
up from nowhere, and snatch that
ball out of the astonished brave's
hands.
A line plunger with the amazing
ability to always produce that
needed five yards, as a whirlwind
broken field runner, Bullet Bill is
the dynamic whirling dervish of
Eastern football. His sterling play
has won merited recognition in
several tangible ways.
Elected
Captain of this year's team, Bill
has also -been prominently mentioned on all All-American teams
of note for the last two years.
Slow in starting this season, Bill
has been somewhat of a marked
man in the games to date. Though
well covered, he still has proved a
valuable asset to the big Crusader
team, and in the Brown game, he
hit his old stride, when he put on
an individual scoring drive for two
touchdowns that completely tamed
the Brown Bruin. Boston College
will do well to watch this lad
carefully, for he is positive dynamite in a broken field.

Whenever a college football team
chooses a third'stringer for a
leader, the various observations
held forth by story-seeking sports
scribes are usually laurel-heaped
and inspiratory concerning the
gentleman's personality and good
intentions but markedly devoid of
any allusion to his playing ability.
Should then, this bench warming
captain suddenly blaze his unheralded way to a berth on the
first eleven, these aforementioned
scribblers declare a field day and
soon make up for lost time. No
farther than "ould" Boston College
must we go than to cite a very
imposing example.
English High Product
Bill "Lefty" Flynn, B. C. out
of English High and Lawrence
Academy, is the man to whom we
refer. When first the news of his
selection as head man of the 1938
edition of Eagle footballers was
announced, anyone who knew not
this personable lad was both astounded and perplexed. How out
of that truly formidable batch of
Maroon and Golders which stood
out glaringly for two long seasons,
had this virtual unknown emerged
with one of the greatest honors
attainable at the college? The
average fan could only reflect on
the proportions of any popularity
which could accomplish such a
feat.
One of the current song-hits
strikes the right note, "Now It
Can Be Told." This so-called substitute is now a regular in the slot
of the B. C. grid machine labelled
right-end. He has held this position for two-thirds of the season
and is definitely slated to start
against that horde from Worcester
this coming Saturday.
All-round Athlete
Along with the fact that he is
the reason why girls leave home,
as far as personal appearance
goes, Bill is one of the most aggressive wing-men hereabouts. His
"Sock it to 'em" philosophy is on
display every time he cavorts
across an enemy scrimmage line.
Will anybody ever forget the game
he played against those boys from
"way down thar in Injiana?"
Lefty and a lad by the name of
Goodreault just about had a monopoly on any tackles made that
afternoon. This example is only
typical of the Flynn style of end
play all through his football days.
It is also rumored that the Boston
Bruins are angling for his services
on their quite capable hockey
team. Rumor or no, let it be
known that he applies his bangup football philosophy to the collegiate ice-game in no miser-like
manner.

Angles Which Struck The Eagle's Eye
By George Kelley '41
very close
Frank Coady ?A
game that is apt to go either way.
Neither team can afford to make
mistakes.
Joe Zabiliski?It's a toss up but
my money is on Boston College.
Ira Jivelikiarr?We'll give them
a good game and should defea"

self. As Peter the Hermit was
defeated in this crusade against
the Moslems, so will Holy Cross be
defeated in their crusade against
the Eagles.
Gene Goodreault?The Eagle on
the sign in left field at Fenway
Park is flying high, and Saturday
the Eagle from the Heights will
them.
keep it company.
Coach Bill Kelliher ?It will be
Charlie O'Rourke
The bullet
a typical Boston College-Holy (Osmanski) stopped by a bul'let
Cross game.
proof vest.
Capt. Bill Flynn?lt will be a
good game and Boston College will
"Bill" Gilligan is rapidly roundbe on top.
ing into his old time form as a
?It
be
pleasure
Horsfal
will
a
Al
shot putter. Bill is also a candito beat the Cross again in my
date for the mile relay team. If
Senior year.
Bill
will only give up his "jitterI
years
Leo Reardon?For three
career he may show some
have planned on getting a gold bug"
results . . . P. S. .
surprising
football which we get for beating
It's
a
walk from Brighton to
long
the Cross.
the North End.
Joe Manzo?It's great to be a
member of an undefeated team
Bill Dowd of Dorchester and a
especially after the Holy Cross
member of the class of '41 is makgame.
Ernie Schwortzer?Boy, is my ing a serious bid for high jump
father going to be proud of me. honors and for a position on the
.Another DorLeo Logue?History repeats it- mile relay team. .
.

.

.

chesterite who prepped at English
High school is Steve Whalen who
is specializing in the clashes. . .
Both runners have ideal builds and
shouM show good results in the
indoor season.
.

Eddie Bourgeault, Elmer Ross,
and Joe Shea, are gradually rounding into shape and if their varsity
performances measure up to their
freshman year feats then the
Eagles will have the nucleus of
one of the strongest squads in
years.

Captain Frankie Zeimetz is the
leading candidate for the mile relay team. Filling in the other three
positions are Charlie Green, letterman from Brighton, Art Allan star
grid warrior from Providence; and
Fred Wiebersick. These four runners are having plenty of competition and it would not be surprising to see new faces on the mile
relay
team before the season
begins.
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Sixteen Seniors In Their Farewell Game Saturday
Dobie Loses

spurs. Despite his substitute rating last year Bill was elected cap-

Flashy Group
Of Veterans
This week we say goodbye in a
football sense to every senior on
the squad. Saturday we shall see
most of them playing their last
game for Boston College. Of course
they won't all see service, some because of injuries, others because

tain of the latest Dobie machine.
His leadership, courage or just
plain g'uts, has sparked the team
to the heights of Eastern football.
His smart defensive play will stand
out Saturday as he leads the
Eagles to victory.
Holland Strong Reserve

Bill Holland hasn't seen much
action at all this year. But last
year, he was a regular who played
more than half of every game. He
was a standout at guard in the

Boston Threat

Fella Gintofl
better men are doing their best for
Coaoh Dobie and the Eagle fame.
It falls upon the HEIGHTS to say
a few words of praise and biography of them all. We don't know
many of them personally but we
know their ability on the gridiron
and we know that during their
four years at the College they
have 'done their best.
Swansong For Flynn
To Captain Bill Flynn, the

Ira Jivilikian

grandest fellow you'd ever want
to meet, all the luck in the world
in the coming climax game. Bill
was a sub for two and one half
years of varsity football and not
until the middle of this season did
Capt.
Flynn win his starting

Cross tilt of last year nearly scoring a touchdown when he picked
up a lateral and ran 38 yards only
to be hauled down from the rear on
the Holy Cross two by Osmanski.
He has always been a very steady

Jivvy Unfortunate
Ira Jivilikian has been in and
out as varsity left half back for
three years. As a sophomore, he
and Gintoff divided the duties and
did very well. They were about
even with Gintoff given a slight
weight advantage. Last year Gintoff was hurt and Ira took over
the iron man role for two games. In
both he played very well but he was
hit once too often and was laid up
for the season as a result. This
year he started with a bang, took
away the starting assignment and
began to star. Then he hurt his leg
and now with but one game to
play Ira still is handicapped and
although he will probably play,
the Jeep won't be his real smashing, speedy self.
Arthur Allan, when a sophomore, was hailed by Coach Dobie
as an All-American prospect but
somehow things never worked out
that way. Artie saw action once
last year and once this year. The
one time he appeared this year
Artie caught an O'Rourke pass and
scored. He is very fast, a good
pass receiver and a capable right
halfback but Ananis and Cowhig
are too healthy to give way to Allan's heads-up ball playing.

Brilliant Lineman
John "Chopper" Connolly, regular right tackle f or the Dobie
forces is the man to watch in the
final game. Chopper is a hard
charging, integral unit of the
Eagle forces. He is a keyman of
the off-tackle smashes for which
B. C. teams are noted. He has
been a regular for two years now
and will play a great game in the
line against the Crusaders. He has
been chosen as an all-opponen
tackle by practically every Eagle
opponent in the last two years.
Watch him go.
Dan McFadden was the first left
end ever chosen by Coach Dobie at
Boston College. Since his sopho.nore year, Arlington Dan has been
a starter and star except when his
bad knee was banged out of commission. Dan may not play against
Holy Cross because cf said knee
but he certainly will be cheering
his classmates on and wishing that
he could go in and snare a few
passes to make life a little more
miserable for Holy Cross.
Good Reserves
Dick Cummings started the first
Boston College varsity game we
saw. He was a left halfback who
could pass, kick and run with the
best of them as a sophomore. But
a plethora of left halfbacks has
forced this quiet senior into the
background. His passing and kicking have not been viewed this year
but we wish they had for they are
worth seeing. We hope he gets in
his thousand dollars worth against
Holy Cross.
Jim Sheehan, too light for varsity work at center, has fought
scrappily for three years against
the greater heft of his teammates.
We can only remember him in one
game during which he gave a very
good account of himself. We wish
he could play Saturday but it is
not in the cards and we say "so
long" to a scrappy center.

Lentini Consistent
Andy Lentini is another scrappy
tackle on the second club. Andy
can hand it out and take it with
the best. His small size is no handicap to this heads up ball player.
He has always been in the fight
for a starting position and will see
plenty of action in the big game
of the year.
Another Andy, Andy Bismarck,
a tough half back who saw plenty
of action last year, hasn't seen
any this year. But who will forget
his punt catches on the dead run
in the Temple game last year.
Andy would get the ball and smack
right through would-ibe tacklers in
Dan McFadden
a way that gave us heart failure.
Andy never lets up and we'd love
and sturdy performer and may see to see him pound the Cross ends
into submission.
action in the coming encounter.
Frank Connelly has played guard
Worth Ends Career
and tackle during his tenure in
Ralph Worth, as a sophomore,
Eagle football togs and although was an All-American. In the hisonly five feet, seven inches tall, toric Holy Cross game that year,
Frank has been available for serv- he stood out with deadly line backice in every game. He has never ing and great all around play, in
been hurt although playing a the first game of his junior year
rousing game whenever inserted. Worth was hurt and was out for
He is sure to be used at some time rest of the season. As a senior
to help roll back the Crusader Ralph came back played every
tide.
game for all he was worth (not a

pun) and after a sterling game the team. He is the smartest quaragainst Indiana, Ralph was interback in recent years on Eagle
jured in the same leg as the year teams. He is a deadly tackier arid

before. Worth won't even dress for
the game but we wish he could so
he might score a touchdown by
intercepting a Cahill pass as he
did in the Florida rout.
Outstanding Backs
Fella Gintoff, the so-called Golden Boy, will play his last college
game against the Crusaders. After
his greatest year unhampered .by a
leg injury which bothered him as a
sophomore and junior, Fella will
do for B. C. what Osmanski will
try to do for Holy Cross. He will
pound the enemy line as only he
knows how. The hardest running
back on the squad will be in his
glory Saturday and may he score
a couple of touchdowns.
John Murray, a giant tackle, has
never started an Eagle game and
probably won't. Yet he is a hard,
tough customer in rugged line
play and can push the best around.

a cagey man in more ways than
one on the defense. We can remember two occasions "when Al has
taken the ball out of opponents'
hands instead of tackling them.
Once in the Northeastern game Al
relieved an astonished Huskie
back of the ball just as that gentle-

Capt. Bill Flynn

Al Horsfal

He was tried out as an end during
the year but has been returned to
his tackle post and as such may
see action.
Horsfal Ends Fine Career
Then, as has often been said
facetiously, last but not least, we
come to Al Horsfal. Horsfal is by
far not the least of the seniors on

man was about to cross the goal
line. Then in the Temple game Al
did the same by an equally astonished Owl as he was about to
break away down the sidelines for
a score. As a matter of fact Horsfal was the only man separating
him from the Eagle's last white
line. May Mr. Horsfal do the same
to Osmanski and Cahill twice more
Saturday. We could write a book
on this fellow but enough is
enough and good luck to every
senior in this last contest.

Austen Lake And Bill Cunningham
Pick Crusaders To Beat Eagles
Several top-notch sports writers
in the East have kindly acceded
to a request of the HEIGHTS
Sports Department to predict the
winner of the coming Boston College-Holy Cross classic.
The majority pick the Cross to
win for various reasons which they
state. However the New York
Times sport's staff unanimously
picks the Eagles.
Bill Cunningham?Boston Post
"It looks like Holy Cross but remember that I picked Schmeling
over Louis last summer."
Wilbur Wood
Sports Editor,
New York Sun?"In my humble
opinion, the passing of Ronnie
Cahill and the running of Bill Osmanski of Holy Cross probably will
be a little too much for Boston
College to overcome and so I pick
the Crusaders to win a close and
?

?

extremely hard-fought game."

tering line hits Cahill and Osmanski they'll think that someone is
using them for a tackling dummy."
Austen Lake?Boston American
?' Anybody who makes an arbitrary prediction of a Holy CrossBoston College game is a candidate
for the chuckle academy. On pure
bone, gristle and sinew Holy Cross
may have a little more. But where
two olu rivals come together in the
objective game, muscle and gristle
give way to the team spouting the
greater volume of smoke lava and
ash. On paper H. C. should win,
but the game is never played on
paper."
John Gillooly?Boston Record
"I'm picking for no sentimental
reason whatever, Boston College
to beat Holy Cross. Probably it's a
hunch. How the Eagles are going
to do this I wouldn't know. The
score? B. C. 15, H. C. 13.
Arthur Duffy
Boston Post?
"Holy Cross can't lose."
Joe McCarthy
Boston Post
"One hesitating vote for Holy
Cross."
Bob White ?Boston Post?"The
game will be very close and may be
decided either way by a lucky
break, but I would pick the
Purple."
?

?

Editor,
Victor
Jones?Sports
Boston Globe?"All B. C.-H. C.
games figure in advance as ties.
This one is no exception and the
breaks should decide a close game."

Kris Kristenson
New York
Times?"This year B. C. has a
team that would make the Major
beam in his glory. When that bat?
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Veteran Gridmen Lead Boston College Into Classic
Brilliant End
For Several

Will End Collegiate Careers Saturday

Varsity Men
Now that the torrent has done
its damage and the Hawk has consequently succeeded in holding the
bemuddled Eagle to in leash to
the tune of a scoreless tie, the
next opponent looms on the horizon in the persons of the powerful Crusaders from Mt. St. James.
Many players on the Boston roster
have faced this formidable foe in
the last two years and figure to
profit by the experience that they
have gained against Messrs. Cahill,
Osmanski, et al.
Ralph Worth, the Greek Adonis,
will be missing from the game because of that chronic curse of his,
a bad knee. Handsome Ralph has
played his last game for Boston
College and will have to watch
the Holy Cross game from the
bench.
Another Senior who has probably
seen action for the last time is
Dan McFadden who is at present
on the invalid list. Dan who hails
from Arlington was the receiving
end of many of the sensational
passes tossed by his pal, Fella
Gintoff. Last year he was very
effective in the Cross game and
spent most of his time in the opponents backeld much to Osmanski's disgust.
Flynn At Helm
One very active combatant will
be Captain Bill Flynn, left end
par excellence. Bill is a very good
defensive end as he has shown in
Bill will be
the past contests.
leading his men into the fray in
his quiet and unobtrusive way,
but the Crusaders better watch out.
Lefty commands great respect
from his teammates and the student body alike and will be out
to fulfill the expectations of them.
Four fine backs will be facing
the Hoyas for their last time and
each of them has seen action before in this annual classic. They
were very much in evidence in the
last two engagements and should
play a prominent part in this
years game.
Horsfal In Third Clash
Al Horsfal is a veteran of two
Cross games and he played a very
important role in each of them.
Al saw action as a plunging back
two years ago and was instrumental in the Dobieites victory.
Last year he was the blocking
back and again stood out in a lost
cause. This season Al will be calling plays and backing up the line
at which he excells.
Andy Bismark is another back
who is returning for a crack at
the Crusader. Andy is one of the
best defensive players on the Boston club and should he get into
the game he can be counted on to
stop the aerials of Ronnie Cahill.
Slowed up by a foot injury at the
first part of the season Andy is
primed for the Holy Cross game.
Maiden's versatile but injury
riddled Jeep Jivelikian will also
be playing his last game for dear
old Alma Mater. The leg is entirely healed now and we are looking for Ira to turn in his best
game for Boston College. Although
his injury has slowed him up a
trifle, he is still fast and just as
shifty. He should harass the Holy
Cross team as much this year as
he has done over the last two
years.
Gintoff Former Hero
The destiny man, Fella Gintoff,
will also be a luminary in the
Cross classic. As Fella goes so
goes the Eagle. The prime swoop
of the Eagle hinges on the hard
running and versatility of the talented Fella. The Claremont Comet
will be in there fighting and when
Fella fights the team fights. Fella
was one of the Boston heroes in
that epic battle on the snow covered field two years ago and he
wants to avenge that defeat of
last season. It promises to be a
glorious adieu from Fella to football.
The forward line is replete with
veterans who saw action in the
past Holy Cross games. At tackle,

outstanding player is John
Steady at
"Chopper" Connolly.
offense,
and
a
bear
on
the
defense
John is one of the best linemen
developed by Coach Dobie. For
three years John has held onto his
position in spite of the constant
challenges directed at him.
Ernie Schwortzer, the Eagles
candidate for All-American honors,
although only a Junior will be
back again for another crack at
the Anderson men. Ernie was a
standout for the Eagles last year
and he is still going strong. His
play is always a pleasure to watch
and he should be one of the chief
cogs in the drive of the Heightsan

men.

Reserves Are Back
John Murray and Dutch Holland
have both tasted victory over the
Worcesterites and can be counted
on to do their best should the occasion warrant their presence in the
line-up. Andy Lentini is also another who is back for action again.
Andy is a reserve guard who has
seen plenty of action during his
stay at Boston College and has
proved himself a worthy replacement for the "seven rocks" up
front.
Juniors Are Veterans
Coming into the one year veterans or Juniors who will be out to
gain a victory and even up the
count on the Crusaders we find
Leo Reardon at the guard post
and a possible starter. He will
have as a running mate Lou Kidhart who is scheduled to open at
The erstwhile
the tackle slot.
Claremont ironman is the steady
type of player who came into
prominence in last season's clash
and has stayed out front ever since.
Leo Logue, the pint-sized center

though not scheduled to start is

due to see plenty of action at the
pivot position. Leo played a brilliant game in last years encounter
which was his first as a Varsity
player. In every game he plays,
Logue is a star on the defense.
Fight is his middle name.
It's questionable whether Dick
Harrison will play but we are hoping to see him out there. Everyone remembers his playing in the
Cross game last season. Whether
he plays or not, Dick will be back
next year to give an account of
himself.
Cignetti A Powerhouse

Another gift of the class of
1940 is "pounding" Pete Cignetti
then whom there is no better line
plunger in these parts. Pete has
been in the front ranks since the
first game of his Sophomore year
and naturally saw service against
the Crusaders.
The last of the veterans to go
against the Andersonites Saturday
is Vito Ananis who will be starting at the Half back post. Vito is
now showing
the form that
stamped him as a great ball carrier in his Freshman year here at
Boston College and he should reach
his peak in the clash.

HOLY CROSS
(Continued from Page 1)

promise of a truly outstanding
game, especially from the spectator viewpoint, unusual interest has
been manifested in the contest.
The Crusader comes to its climatic game this year, boasting an
enviable record for the season.
Early in the campaign, the high

Worcester grid machine
rolled over a strong Providence
College team, 21-0. The Friars
boasted a powerful team in their
own right but "Bullet Bill" Osmanski and his mates were not to be
denied. After such an auspicious
opening, the experts were predicting another great Crusader eleven,
rivalling in brilliance the teams of
the '36 and '37 seasons.
Gathering momentum in each
succeeding game, the big Purple
team seemed well on its way to
national prominence again in the
Coasting to an
football world.
easy victory over Rhode Island
State, the Cross eleven followed
up with victories over Andy Kerr's
Red Raiders of Colgate and the
Georgia Tarheels. Colgate boasted
a. very potent outfit this year, completely overwhelming a highly
touted Columbia team, but the
tricky stratagems of the wily Kerr
went for naught against the welldrilled Anderson squad. Georgia
too fell before the onrush of the
high-geared Crusaders, the highstepping Cross backs romping
consistently for long gains through
the Southerners' line.
When Anderson's boys journeyed
down to Pittsburg, they met with
an altogether unwelcome reception. Bill Kerr's Tartars rose up,
surprisingly enough, in their might
and dropped the Worcester boys
into the ranks of the defeated. By
the slim margin of one point, the
lads from Mt. Packachoag saw
their best efforts thwarted. Actually the Cross deserved a better
Carnegie territory on several occasions, but disastrously fumbling
at critical points.
Against the stalwarts of Temple
University, Holy Cross again hit
geared

the victory trail, giving the luckless Philadelphians their most decisive trouncing of the campaign.
Brown University came up from
Providence this year with one of
the best teams in years. With an
early season victory over Harvard
to its credit, the Bruin team looked
for a decisive triumph over the
Crusader and actually came mighty
close. But the Cross starting late.
came fast with a surge of power
and chiefly through the line plunges of Bill Osmanski and Hilary
Renz struck down deep into Brown
territory. This late burst of scoring power culminated in two
Cross touchdowns. Reliable Jim
Turner booted over the two extra
points to spell the margin of
victory.
That brings the mighty Crusader
eleven up to this climatic game
with Boston College. But the Eagle
has been doing some high flying
himself this year and the muchvaunted Holy Cross aggregation
will need every bit of the strength
both in line and backfield they have
given evidence of possessing this
season.
Crusader Bill Osmanski leads
the march on the Eagle aerie this
year, Bullet Bill whose all round
ability on offense and defense has
led to his Ail-American rating for
the last two years. Bill's exceptional line-playing and equally brilliant running in the broken field
marks him as a truly extraordinary back with few equals in the
national football pole. Hank Giardi
flashy yet dependable halfback,
Ronnie Cahill,
junior satellite,
whose passing and kicking will be
sure to gure prominently in Crusader strategy, Hilary Renz crashing line-plunger, Henry Ouellette,
the
blocking quarterback and
clever runner and Arigo Satanzi
are but a few of the backs who can
do much to aid the Worcester
cause at Fenway Park Saturday.
The line presents a solid picture
of strength and power from the
capable ends Histen and Johnny
Reardon to Si Titus at the centre
post whose defensive play has
brought about several Cross victories. With Joe Delaney, Bogdan
and Mianoli at the tackle sectors,
Holy Cross can rest assured of
consistent might at these important positions. Big Jim Turner,
Jim of the educated toe and Walter
Walewski line up at guard, to complete a very well balanced line
with a fast, powerful forward
drive.
Any team might well stand in
awe of such a star-studded aggregation but the Eagles from University Heights have ample reason to
have a measure of confidence in
its team, too. Indeed the victory
is conceded to neither team, in this
bitterly fought ivy contest where
season records and past showings
have little weight. Don't sell the
Eagle short, fellows. The high
flying denizen of the Heights is
screaming for a victory on Saturday next!
1896?8.
1896?8.
1897? H.
1897?8.
1898? B.
1898? B.
1899?8.
1901? H.
1902?H.
] 910? H.
1911? H.
1912? H.
1914? H.
1915? H.
1916?8.
1917?8.
1919?8.
1920?8.
1921? H.
1922?8.
1923?8.
1924? H.
1925?8.
1926?8.
1927?8.
1928?8.
1929?8.
1930? H.
1931? H.
1932?8.
1933?8.
1934? H.
1935? H.
1936?8.
1937? H.

C. 6
C. 6
C. 10
C. 12
CO
C. 11
C. 17
C. 11
C. 22
C. 34
C. 13
C. 13
C. 10
C. 9
C. 17
C. 34
C. 9
C. 14
C. 41
C. 17
C. 16
C. 33
C. 17
CO
C 6
C. 19
C 12
C 7
C 7
CO
C 13
C 7
C 20
C 13
C 20

H. C. 4
2
4
H. C. 0
H. C. 0
H. C. 0
H. C. 0
B. C. 0
B. C. 0
B. C. 3
B. C. 5
B. C. 0
B. C. 0
B. C. 0
H. C. 14
H. C. 6
H. C. 7
H. C. 0
B. C. 0
H. C. 13
H. C. 7
B. C. 0
H. C. 6
H. C 0
H. C 0
H. C 0
H. C 0
B. C 0
B. C 6
H. C 0
H. C 9
B. C 2
B. C 6
H. C 12
B. C 0
H. C.
B. C.
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On to the Fray!

By John Leary

Boston College Holds Edge In Lengthy Football Series
Eagles Have
Fine Club
For Invaders
By Art Cullen
Within a few days, the great

American public, widely heralded
as a football loving nation, will
have sated its appetite for the lure
of a sailing pigskin. For the thirtyseventh time the Maroon and Gold
of Boston College will clash with
the Purple of Holy Cross in the
most recent encounter of the age
old struggle for football supremacy
between these two Jesuit rivals.
Forty-two years ago the current season, this Eagle-Crusader
series had its inception. It began in
the days of the Spanish-American
War, and since then this ancient
classic has never been decided by
rote, rhyme, or reason. Boston College places a great deal of weight
in its Holy Cross rivalry. Games
with Holy Cross are objective contests in every sense. Even intercollegiate championships following
tilts with the Purple are anticlimaxes. It has nothing to 'do with
the other games during the season,
being a separate affair and very
often a surprise party.

Popular Tilt
The only guarantee that goes
with every ticket is the assurance
of a good time by all. So far that
phase of the program has never
failed.

Every Boston College-Holy Cross
fracas has always been attended
by a spirited and enthusiastic
crowd and the contests themselves
continue to provide a pack of
thrills that live on to each succeeding game, and it is certain that
this coming event will prove no
exception.
On Saturday next, we of Boston
College are the guests of our
knighted enemies from Mt. St.
James on the chalk-ruled field of
honor at Fenway Park. This game
terminates the schedule of both
teams with the result that each
side will be in there fighting for an
extra-definite purpose; Boston College to close their season undefeated, Holy Cross to earn a trip
South or West. The Eagles will
seek revenge for that crushing defeat that was forced upon them
last year by an indomitable injury-jinx.
First Game in 1896
The first game of this hardestfought and most-exciting series
was won by Boston College, 6-4.
That was way back in 1896 and
since that encounter through the
forty-two years, the keen spirit of
conflict has never been dulled.
From 1896 to 1898 these teams
played two games each season, all
of which the Eagles won, but in
1899, because of the nerve-wracking and bone-shattering brand of
football played, the powers that be,
decided that one battle per annum
was sufficient. Until 1902 B. C.
held a 5-1 edge. Then intervened
the longest breaks in the series
from 1902 to 1910, and from 1913
to 1918, the latter due partly to

the war. And so, up to the Great
War the record stood Holy Cross,
8 wins; B. C. 7 wins, and one
scoreless tie.
Era of B. C. Power
Following the War, came the
long Crusader famine from 1924 to
1930, when the screams of the
Eagle were always victorious, except in 1926 when a powerful Holy
Cross team held the favored Eagles
to a scoreless deadlock. But there
was always some heartening Purple tinge to the battle that lent
hope year after year for improvement until the arrival of that day
in 1930 when the Crusaders came
out on top 7-0. Let it be known
that many time during that era
Holy Cross was rated far above
Boston College. The complete tabulation of the thirty-five meetings
stands: Boston College 17 wins;
Holy Cross, 14 victories, and three
scoreless ties.
It was such immortals as Devlin, Holland, and later on, Darling,
Roderick, and not so long ago
and
O'Brien, Tosi,
Kozlowski,
Freitas, under the tutelage of the
Iron Major, and Joe McKenney
that brought back to B. C. conclusive ascendency since 1919. For
Holy Cross, Broussards, Simendinger, Riopel, Glennon, Lavery,
Morris, Ambrose, O'Connell kept
these contests among the most interesting of the years.
Even in defeat, Boston College
has always looked glorious, as in
1931 when Holy Cross plucked a
7-6 victory from the Eagles as
Captain Joe Kelley, a smashing
back ? swooped around his right

end to score. It was in this game
that Harry Downes put on the best
exhibition of centering ever seen.
1925 was famous for the spectacular defensive play of Jack Cronin
and Art McManus. In 1935 Nick
Morris broke the backs of the
Eagles with his first period touchdown run. The previous year he
shared honors with Buzz Harvey
in defeating Boston 7-2. Yes, we
have beaten 'them often, but we
have also lost many battles to
Holy Cross. Frequently the scores
have been decisive, but usually the
contests have been close, heated,
rugged, and spectacular.

now at St. Anselm's Captain McEwan, and the present mentor,
Doctor Eddie Anderson.
B. C. H. C. Spirit
It would not be fair to comment on this series without mentioning a very important factor
the spirit between these two colleges. We like to win from other
rivals and put our whole power
into such contests, but a drab season becomes glorious if we finish
up with a victory over Holy Cross.
We may have an intense rivalry
with the Crusaders but that exists
only on the gridiron. When Holy
Cross is playing other teams, Boston College is solidly behind it and
the reverse is true.
There is a
cordial good-will existing between
B. C. and Mt. St. James which
has a valuable influence afterwards, when we leave these college halls. This good will and
friendship has been the outgrowth
of the solid trust that each college has for the other.
Games come and games go, but
this is the big party of the year
for the two Jesuit colleges. You
could name stars for both sides
but you would miss the real hero
by a wide margin. In big games
the heroes are made and by nightfall some second string reserve
may be the toast of 'the winning
team. It's all in the game and
it's a grand game at that.
The story remains unwritten but
before dusk falls on next Saturday, another name may go onto
the scroll that includes so many
gridiron greats from University

Colorful Contest
Natural rivalry and the spirit
between the two Jesuit institutions, coupled with the potential
All American material on both
sides, plus the color lent by the
crowd, makes this contest traditionally and currently the most
eagerly-awaited battle of the football season. Although the date of
the encounter is usually the Saturday after Thanksgiving, on one occasion it was played on that holiday. That was in 1931, when the
game was at the Harvard Stadium.
Famous Coaches
Boston College has been coached
by seven famous men; Charlie
Brickley, 1915-1918; Major Cavanaugh, 1919-1926; Leo Daley,
1927; and Joe McKenney, 19281934. Then Dinny McNamara and
Harry Downes took over in 1935,
and in 1936, Gil Dobie, formerly of
Cornell, became head coach.
Coaching the Crusaders in the
past were Cav, Cleo O'Donnell, Heights.

-
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Sodalists Plan
Novel Party
Cabaret Style

11

Maroon and Gold Band Performs

Sodality Looks
For Prejudices
In Newspapers

Floor Show At Dance
Under The Tower
To Aid Charity

Members Appointed

The Junior-Senior Sodality's first
venture in the social world will
take the form of a Christmas party
to be held in the Senior Assembly
Hall, on December 2nd. This
party will assume the form of a
cabaret with a floor show composed entirely of talent drawn
from the student body. The committee in charge, composed of
Mark Hennebury, chairman of arrangements, J. Gerard Converse,
chairman of publicity, and John J.
Dacey, chairman of tickets, have
arranged a program that should
appeal to the sodalists and their
friends. Included among the performers already lined up, are Phil
Murphy's Clambake Four, the
famous comedy team of Rafferty
and DePass in an unusual arrangement of the incredible "Shadrach",
and the inimitable Jimmy Supple
in his own s'yle of tap dancing.
These are but a few of the gifted
members of the college who will
appear as a part of the entertainment.
While this affair offers the student body and their friends a grand
opportunity for having a good
time, it also presents an occasion
for aiding a worthy case. For this
function is being run in collaboration with the old clothes drive fostered by the Our Ladies committee of the sodality, which is attempting to collect clothing for the
poor and needy. Besides the tariff
of fifty cents per couple, the sodality is asking for donations of
old clothing, and all that are offered will be gratefully received.
This dance marks the beginning
of the sodality social year and accordingly should set the pace for
the remainder of the season. There
is no good reason why all sodalists
as well as those not affiliated with
the society should not attend in
full force. There's a good time in
store for all those who do attend,

Complete plans were made for
the members of the Freshman and
Sophomore Sodality for the forthcoming year by the officers and
faculty director, Fr. Rooney, S.J.
Each committee has been assigned
considerable work which they will
perform under the various committee heads and it is expected that
many benefits will result from the
splendid efforts which all the freshmen and sophomore Sodalists are

SMOKER PRECEDES
(Continued from Page 1)

neally of the Shamrocks, Tony
DiNatale and Alec Pszenny, past
captains, and many others not yet
announced.
At nine o'clock an automobile
parade, the first this season, will
leave the Heights for downtown
Boston where a snake dance
through the streets of Boston and
a final yell meeting on the Common will inform Bostonians that
B. C.is out to win. Before the
parade the A. A. will distribute
torchlights and other souvenir
favors. Students are advised that
SHE might enjoy this evening of
fun and are assured that SHE is
welcome.
Assisting Gaquin in making Friday night the greatest prelude to
a B. C. victory in history are committeemen Russ Guarcello, Richard Kelly, John Kelly, Rand McNally, Charlie Murphy, Leo Monahan and Anthony Shotgren. All
are members of the Cross and
Crown.

Your

HEADQUARTERS
For the Latest

SWING RECORDINGS
DANCE NUMBERS

PORTABLES
RECORD PLAYERS
POPULAR SHEET
ORCHESTRATIONS

BOSTON MUSIC
COMPANY
116 Boylston St., Boston
HANcock 1561

To Press Relations
Committee

ably doing.

Boston College Band Has Provided Color
And Extra Enjoyment To Football Crowds
Eddie Guthrie Closes
Four Year Career
As Baton Twirler
By Sig Somy
Throughout the football season
your husky voices, basso-profundo,
bargain basement baritone and
Tower tenor, have echoed the
names of loyal soldiers on the
Your
Maroon and Gold squad.
lusty cheers have permeated and
vibrated the decorous dwellings of
Chestnut Hill as well as the residential manors and business establishments in the vicinity of Fenway
Park, but very seldom have I heard
a cheer for the Boston College
Band. The names of Father Douglas or Ted Marier or Ed Guthrie
have never risen from your assembled throats. True, the players
deserve vocal support, but the efforts and accomplishments of this
trio, also warrant your admiration
and declamation.
Practice Makes Perfect
Father Douglas has sacrificed
hours of his time to mould a musical unit here at the Heights. He
has worked and worked hard with
his 56 cohorts, and all for what?
For your pleasure and entertainment.
Twice a week the good Father
a,nd his loyal group trek to the
College museum for a two hour rehearsal. When precision of harmony and exactness of melody are
attained they journey en masse to
the freshman field. There to practice marching maneuvres and drill
formations. Proficiency in any endeavor demands continued application and organizing a Band is no
different from organizing any other
unit.
Musical ability being the
only necessary requisite.
Guthrie Swings Hot Baton
If you think that a competitive
spirit is lacking in Band organization?just wait till you see the new
Boston College Band at the Holy
Cross game. I saw Father Douglas taking notes while the Indiana
Band was performing during the
half at the Indiana-B.c. game.
Since then he has had his colleagues working diligently the past
week perfecting pin-wheel formations and maneuvres in double
tempo stride. The Band has been
pointing for the day of the Cross
game and the new tactics should
electrify the record crowd expected
to be on hand.
Typewriters

Office Supplies

SAMUEL NARCUS
Stationer
Two Stores
92 Wash. St.
CAP. 8720
230 Wash. St.
LAF. 1038
BOSTON, MASS.

One young man in particular,
deserves a hand, the leader of the
Band, Ed Guthrie. This enthusiastic field general is completing his
fourth year as Band impressario
and baton wielder par excellence.
President of the Boston College
Musical Club, he acquired the art
of twirling while caddying at the
Marshfield Country Club many
summers ago. A strange beginning?is it not?
While handling
spoons, drivers and mid-irons, he
conceived the idea of baton manipulation, which finally led him to
leading the St. Catherine's Holy
Name Band in Somerville, later
the Somerville High Band and now
the Boston College aggregation. Ed
was once rebuked by golfers who
shuddered when they noticed the
budding maestro, spin a spoon with
the rapidity of a flywheel?then
toss it into the air. Thoughts of
broken irons and damaged drivers
resulted in the displacement of a
good caddy, but several organized
Bands have benefitted as a result.
Spinning the baton is only one of
his accomplishments. He is a first
class musician as well, having
mastered intricate cadenzas on the
Trumpet, Bass Violin, French Horn
and Bass Tuba.
Musicians Abundant in College
Good musicians are abundant in
the Boston College Band. The sextet in brass who figure so prominently in "Beatin Round The Mulberry Bush" are all considered first
This talented
class musicians.
group includes Rudolph Michaud,
Bill Conley, and Joshua Nimms,
Trombonists?and Bill Dwyer, and
Jose Everett and Joe Teletchea
handling the trumpet obligatos.
These boys have worked hard to
master this arrangement and they
have succeeded nobly. The sound
of 10,000 clapping hands is a criterion of the enthusiasm with
which their Collegiate venture has
been received.
Bill Dwyer, ace trumpeter, possesses considerable composing ability which culminated in "The Eagle
Forever" which he wrote two years
ago. Ted Marier arranged the
tune for the Band and this number
has been the object of praise and
adulation wherever it is played.
The former concert master at B. C.
High, and student of Walter Smith,
famous trumpeter, seems to be
well on his way to fame and prominence in the world of music.
Phil Quinn, Len Hennesey and
Henry Valade, two clarinetists and
tuba tooter respectively, are not
only dependable musicians in the
Band, but are also outstanding in
Academic circles on the Heights.
This trio have professional careers
in <mind and are completing a
Cum Laude Arts foundation when
not rehearsing with the Band.
Fr. Douglas Guiding Force
Behind every successful venture
you can be reasonably sure there
is an intelligent guiding force. The
personality responsible for the suc-

December Banquet
For German Club
The members of the German
Academy are now making plans
for their annual Christmas banquet, to take place sometime during the second week of December,
in the senior assembly hall. Among
the guest speakers will be Rev,
Father Maxwell and Rev. Father
Rooney. Cvher entertainment will
include the singing of carols and
folk songs by the German Glee
Club, and a conversational dialogue
prepared by Doctor Labouvie.

From the upperclass group,
comes news that the Press Relations Committee of the Senior Sodality, under the chairmanship of
Philip J. Thompson, has appointed
members of the four individual Sodalities to read each of the Boston Newspapers for propaganda
against the Catholic Church or for
unfavorable attitudes toward Catholics. The Freshman members of
the committee are appointed to
read the Boston Evening American
and the Daily Record; the Sophmores to read the Globe and Post;
the Juniors, and Seniors, the Traveler, Herald and Transcript. With
the recent persecution of Jews in
Germany, the newspapers of the
country have been most favorable
to the Jewish race and their sorrowful plight; yet when the Catholics were in a similar state of persecution in Mexico, Spain and Russia, the newspapers did nothing in
their behalf. This is a fine example
of favoritism in such an influential
organ as the press and the Press
Relations Committees olf the Sodality goes the work in making the
editors of the newspapers realize
their biased attitudes.

Spanish Professor
In Radio Address

Dr. Eduardo Azoula, professor of
Spanish at Boston College took
part in a broadcast to Latin American nations, Wednesday evening.
The discourse on Espsoucela nineteenth century Spanish writer of
romance was issued over the wave
length of station WIXAL at the
University Club. The broadcast
was clearly received in Latin
American countries according to
reports by cablegrams received
from these countries.
ent.
The station interested in bringSo ?Let's all turn out for the ing about a better understanding
game at Fenway Park and give between these countries of Latin
Father Douglas and his boys a real America has invited Dr. Azoula to
speak again.
hand ?they deserve it.
cess of the Boston College Band
is the amiable Father Douglas.
When not concocting '"Yes" and
"No" questions for his senior Religion classes, this busy educator
may be found down in the Band
room discussing new arrangements
with Ed Guthrie or Len Hennesey.
Possessed with a musical background, and a dynamic spirit for
accomplishment, he has done wonders with only a minimum of tal-

Inquiring Reporter
By Paul B. Flynn '39
Less than a week remains before
the Crusaders from Holy Cross
storm Fenway Park in attempt
to topple over our undefeated team,
and yet, predictions for the outcome of the game are a dime a
dozen. Listen to these loyal students from Boston College and
then place your money on the line.
The question: "What do you predict the outcome of the Boston
College, Holy Cross game will
be"?
Joseph V. Cvonin '40 ?"I think
that they mixed up the St. Anselm's and Holy Cross games on
the Schedule. H. C. would have
been a breather before the St.
Anselm's game. I'll say B. C. 20,
H. C. 3."
Vinicio H. Nasca '40 ?"We could
beat Holy Cross and Notre Dame
on the same afternoon, however,
I'm glad it is only H. C. on Saturday, because those doubleheaders
are terribly monotonous. B. C. 35,
H. C. 34."
David J. Hurley, Jr. '39?"It's a
difficult game to pick; H. C. has
some big, strong boys. B. C. 13,
H. C. 12."
Thomas J. Kilday '39?"If Osmanski, Cahill, Giardi and Delaney

take it on the lam before Saturday,
we are almost sure of victory.
B. C. 26, H. C.?"
Frederick L. Lotterhand '39 "I
predict a Boston College victory,
but from where I'm sitting I doubt
li I will ever know the outcome of
the game unless I bring along a
radio. B. C. 0, H. C. 0. (That's all
I could see of the game.)
Robert C. Harrington '39 "I
look for a B. C. win, however as
yet, I haven't seen it. We must
wait patiently until Saturday.
Maybe it is just as well Thanksgiving comes before Saturday.
B. C. 7, H. C. 6."
Francis E. Mack '42?"I'm just a
Freshman but I'll be satisfied if the
Varsity can do as well as our
Freshman team. B. C. 7, H. C. 0."
Francis B. Lord '39 ?"Lord only
knows what the outcome will be
but you got the wrong Lord. B. C.
21, H. C. 13."
Richard D. Costello '42?"Gee,
does B. C. play H. C. ? I'm only
a Freshman and I never thought
B. C. played such a tough team
just before 'the Rose Bowl game.
Gosh I hope we can win. It's only
a guess but I'll pick B. C. to beat
H. C. 63 to 60, on a last minute
;
field goal."
?

?
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to believe that the Crusaders are
almost invincible on the field, but
a glance at the Boston College record almost immediately wipes out
any advantage that their foes may
have garnered.
Eagles Unbeaten
The Dobieites are among the few
undefeated teams in the country,
although they have been tied twice.
They have run up victories over
Canisius, Northeastern, Detroit,
Florida, Indiana, and Boston University, and every one of them has
been by an impressive score. The
two ties that are marked up
against the Eagles are of the type
that can be overlooked. But for
a bit of misfortune both of them
might have been turned into brilliant victories. Temple fought the
men of Boston to a 26 ?26 draw in
a night game that was labeled an
Eagle victory until the dying moments of the contest. Then last
Saturday afternoon, Cleo O'Donnell
brough his undefeated St. Anselm
College Club to University Heights
and they held the Eagles to a o?o0?0
draw. This game can only be accounted for by calling it a mistake.
The Eagles had the better of every
department except the score and
that would have been their's had it
not been for the miserable playing
conditions which snuffed out several promising rallies. Speaking
in terms of power, the Maroon and
Gold is not impotent itself. They
have scored 179 points while they
have held the opposition to 58, of
which 26 came in one game.
B. C. Line A Factor
In past years the Holy Cross
game has centered itself about a
battle of individual performers, but
this year it is a different story.
True, the Cross has its Osmanski,
and Cahill, and Boston College has
its Gintoff and O'Rourke. But these
are minor parts in the make-up of
the two clubs. The real outcome
of the game depends on how the
mighty Boston line can stand off
the drive of the Hoyas, and whether the invaders can likewise stop
the Boston threats. Both backfield are loaded with stars, so the
lines will have their work cut out
for them in trying to stop them
before they can get out into the
open. Of the two, the edge should
go to the Boston frontier because
they have proved their ability
more so than the Cross.
The Eagle forward wall has outplayed all of its rivals this season
and among those barriers were included some of the nation's best
defensive lines. Indiana, boasting
one of the biggest lines in the MidWest, and a real threat both on
offense and defense was outplayed
during the entire game. Detroit
also met the same fate, and in fact
all the Boston foes were helpless
against a truly great line that
played, not as several individuals,
but as one unit. Witness to the
ability of the Boston line is the fact
that four of the opponents did not
score against the Eagles and of the
other four who did tally, most of
the scores came through the air,
was a certain winner.
Up at Holy Cross it is a different story. The regulars are powerful but the reserves are not up to
standard. Several inferior clubs
have had the upper hand in the
matter of line play, with the Anderson men ragged at times but able
to stand off the drives at crucial
moments.

Individual Stars

Interesting to watch from the
spectators standpoint will be play

of several of the members of the
Boston line who are in line for
mention on the various mythical
teams which will be making their
Ernie Schappearance shortly.
wortzer is the leading candidate
for any such honors and the Cross

lineman opposite him is in for a
busy afternoon. Ernie is the type
of player who has one fault ?he is

GIL DOBIE
(Continued from Page 1)

consistently good, and his performances are taken for granted. For starred in football, baseball, and
three years he has been one of the basketball. After graduating from
most dependables of the Maroon high school, he entered the University of Minnesota, in 1899.
forces.
Then too, there is a newcomer to In his freshman year, "Gil" gained
the Varsity who promise to develop nation-wide fame which has long
into one of the greatest ends turned since been echoed and reechoed
out here at the Heights. He is throughout the halls of the elect.
Gene Goodreault, who is seeing ac- He won an end position on the vartion for the first year. Gene is one sity his first year, he quarterof the highly publicized sophomores backed the Gophers to a National
on the roster and his play this title in 1900. In 1902 upon graduaseason has been little short of sen- tion, he was appointed by the unisational. Along side of Goodreault versity as assistant coach to Dr.
is the steady John Connolly, a vet- W. Williams, famous Minnesota
eran of two Holy Cross games, who mentor.
Compiled Rare Record At
has been one reason for the success
Washington
Eagles
flight
through
of the
in their
In 1905 he started his reign as
the enemy ranks.
Opposing these Boston greats head coach at the North Dakota
will be a trio of Worcester depend- Agricultural College. He remained
in which his
ables who have earned a name for there for two seasons
no
team
had
losses.
themselves as Holy Cross CruThen he accepted the head
saders.
Bill Delaney, a giant
tackle, is back from last year's coaching position at Washington.
game in which he was sensational. He was coach and physical director for the Huskies for ten years,
With a year's experience behind
him, Delaney is better than ever until he was called from the far
and is one of the best tackles in West to coach the Navy. While at
the East. Then there is Bill Histen Washington, where he started in
190?', Dobie compiled a record
at end. Histen is one of the best
which
still endures. Beginning in
ends ever developed at the Cross
through 1916, Dobie
1908
and
and is a tower on offense and decoached
teams
went through 8 seafense. The third Crusader to gain
sons without sustaining defeat! The
season
by
his play this
prominence
is Si Titus the center.
Titus is Huskies played sixty-one games
over- this period and the Dobie recseeing action in his first Boston
ord was 58 won and 3 tied. In
College game and if his playing is
other words, Dobie in his entire
anything like the work he has been
career at Washington didn't lose
turning in all season, he should
a single game! This record was
stand out on the field Saturday.
not accomplished at the expense
Rubber Contest
of so-called "set-up". The eompetiFor Coach Dobie and his entire i';ive list included such formidable
team this game will be very im- teams as Stanford, California,
portant because the series between Washington State, Oregon, and
the two teams since the coming Oregon State. In one of the games
of Gloomy Gil to University the Huskies swamped California
Heights, stands at one win apiece, 120 to 0!
and this is the rubber game for
Teams Scored 1686 Points
them. The present crop of Seniors
In eleven of the twelve seasons,
played their first game against the
starting in 1905, Dobie's teams
Cross under the direction of Coach
amassed a total of 1686 points as
Dobie and nothing would please against
118 for all the opponents.
them better than to leave the col- Dobie's rivals failed to score
in
lege with the upper hand on their
28 of the games!
foes.
It was at Washington that DoWith both backfields carrying bie became famous for his style
the power of such men as Osman- of coaching calling for a power
ski, Giari, Renz, Cahill, Gintoff, offensive Which featured off tackle
O'Rourke, Horsfal, and Cignetti, it
smashes. His success is founded on
is very hard to hazard a guess on
his ability to produce high-scoring
the outcome of the game. Where outfits. His theory always has been,
the Cross has an edge by the pas"A good offense is the best desing combination of Cahill and Gifense."
ardi, the Eagles have one of the
On To Navy And Cornell
best passers in the game in Charlie
Following his tremendous sucO'Rourke and all they need is a
cess at Washington Coach Dobie
man who can get out into the open.
This is going to be somewhat of a guided the Navy for three seasons
only one game. Then in 1920
task, when one considers that two losing
he went to Cornell where he
of the regular ends, Dan McFadden
and Dick Harrison, are not going coached for 16 years. Starting with
Thanksgiving Day in 1920, Dobie's
to see action because of injuries.
Cornell teams won twenty-one
Another blow to the Dobiemen's
games in a row. Thus, in seventeen
hopes is the absence of Ralph
years up to November 7, 1923,
Worth at center. It was Worth,
Dobie's mark was 86 games won,
who played a prominent part in the
3 lost, and 3 tied. This happens to
downfall of the 1936 Crusaders, by
be a record never before nor since
his wonderful defending against
equalled by any coach in the anthe aerial attack that the Knights
nals of football.
unloosed on Fenway Park.
Makes Eagles Formidable
Eagles Ready
In 1936 Boston College brought
With the exception of these three this amazing figure here to put the
worthies, whom we have just men- Eagles back at the top of the foottioned, the Eagles are in fine fettle ball heap where formerly it had
and should be the cause of some been under the Cavanaugh regime.
jubilant celebrations next Saturday Realizing as soon as he got here
night, on the part of the loyal what he had been hired for, "Gil"
Boston rooters. At present, there rolled up his sleeves and immedihave been no changes in the Boston ately pitched into his work and
College line-up and the same eleven turned out a splendid eleven in his
that has faced the majority of the first year at the Heights. In spite
Boston opponents this year is due of injuries, "Gil" kept right on
to line up against the Crusaders. driving forward as he had been doThis club will have Gene Good- ing for thirty-odd years and has
reault and Captain Bill Flynn at piloted Boston College to its greatthe ends; Lou Kidhart and John est season since Weston and CreeConnolly at the tackles; Ernie don pranced on its gridiron.
Schwortzer and Ed Swenson at the
After last year's injury nightguard posts: and either Chet Glad- mare "Gil" Doibie is once again
chuck or Leo Logue at the pivot smiling. The breaks are breaking
position. In the backfield Vito Ana little better this year and as a
anis and Fella Gintoff will run result he has our heartiest confrom the halves, Henry Toczylow- gratulation. However, this undeski will be at quarterback and Pete feated regalia isn't new to Mr.
Cignetti at fullback.
Dobie.

Quality Food

Moderate Prices

Buy all your Favors and

Gifts for Christmas

at the

or any other occasion at the

CRYSTAL CAFE

BOSTON COLLEGE BOOK STORE

LAKE STREET
at the foot of the Heights

Anything you
at

want will be procured for you

very special prices.
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Historians Select
Offices, Boards
For Coming Year

The 1938 class song will be
formally introduced at the victory dance Saturday evening
at the Hotel Statler. The melody
of the song was written by John
V. Driscoll '39 and the lyrics by
Leo F. Landry '39 who composed
the prize ode in the Jubilee Contest last May.

At a
Ludwig

special meeting of the
von Pastor Historical
Academy last Friday, elections of
officers for the forth-coming year
were held. The results were as
EDDIE ANDERSON
follows: Edward V. Brown, '39
(Continued from Page 1)
President; John M. Callahan, '41
Vice-President; J. Joseph Murphy,
University. While at Depauw, An'41 ?Secretary; Raymond C. Flynn, derson
was quite successful, so
'41?Treasurer; John F. DeCosta, much so, 'that he became quite a
Jr., '42?Press Representative (ap- figure in coaching circles.
pointed by Mr. Henry A. Callahan,
In 1933 Holy Cross susprised
S. J., Moderator of the Academy). Eastern critics wihen it announced
A special legislative committee, that this same Dr. Edward Andercomposed of J. Joseph Murphy, '41 son had been signed to a two(Chairman), Joseph E. Boothroyd, year contract. As soon as Mr. An'42, and John F. DeCosta, Jr., '42, derson took over the reigns at the
has also been appointed by Mr. Cross, the Crusaders began to ride
Callahan to draw up a constitu- high, wide, and handsome. His first
tion to be submitted to the Acad- year at Worcester turned out to
emy for approval.
be an outstanding success. His
Although the curriculum of your teams of '34, '35 and '36 were the
course may not include history, talk of the East. In '36 the Cruyou are nevertheless welcome as saders, who seemed to be headed
a member of the Von Pastor, for for California and the Rose Bowl
it is one of the most interesting were held to a tie by a surprising
and fascinating academies on the St. Anselm eleven and later beaten
by Boston College 13-12. It was
campus.
Communism, its history and ef- during this year that "Bill" Osnational
fect upon civilization, continues to manski began to grab the
runs.
by
dashing
long
his
spotlight
be the main topic under discussion
last
"Bill"
his
year
began
Again
this year. To date, several interroaming all
by
habitual
tactics
esting reports have been submitted
streaking
and read before the Academy. over the gridiron. His
-were
described
in newsgallops
Those attracting attention so far
The
all
over
the
papers
country.
have been "The Communist Manihere
Cross
that
came
down
year
festo of 1848"?a paper submitted
an unmarred
by Edward V. Brown, '39; "The to Boston sporting
The B. C. Eagles didn't
record.
Paris Commune"?submitted by
turn the tables on this Cross eleven
John M. Callahan, '41, and a short however,
as it had the previous
but interesting biographical charbut
was
smothered under by
year,
acter study of Vladimir Ulyanov,
the avalanching score of 20-0.
more familiarly known as Lenin
This year is another year howthis last paper being submitted by
ever, and who knows what is in
Daniel F. Doyle, '41.
store for the thousands that will
Several interesting and inform- pack Fenway Park to capacity
ative points have been discussed Saturday P. M. ? But we do know
by the members at recent meetthis much, that Coach "Eddie"
ings?among them, the era of the Anderson is leading another great
Russian Revolution, the provisional Crusader eleven down here to fight
government set up in Russia by it out for New England supremacy
Alexander Kerensky following the in gridiron sport, and possibly the
abdication of the Tsar, the strange Eastern title, with the undipped
influence upon the Tsaritsa by Eagles of Boston College.
Rasputin, the power behind the
throne; the secret journey of Lenin
LADIES\nd MENS
from Germany to Russia in a
14
fa
sealed railway carriage; the takFORMAL CLOTHES
ing over of the Russian governFOR HtHTAL
ment in 1917 by the Soviet Party
and the subsequent propagation
of its radical doctrines; the War
of the Reds and the Whites; the
influence of Trotzky and numerous others attractive of attention.
?
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A box the
dies is the perfect gift for Thanksgiving
ami the perfect ending to tin- Thanksgiving feast. All Kanrn Farmer Candies
are made from the finest foods that can
be bought at any price.
Ta&e home your box today,
They're delicious.
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